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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Interference from the presence of wind tunnel walls in 
model test data has been studied for many years, and correc- 
tions have been devised for the influence of solid and straight 
walls in works by Glauert (Reference 1) and Theodorsen 
(Reference 2 ) .  More recently the idea of adaptable walls that 
flex to conform to the wall-free stream lines about the model 
has been pursued actively both in the USA and in Europe 
(References 3 - 7). See also the bibliography prepared by 
Tuttle and Mineck (Reference 8 ) .  The general flexing of the 
walls of a wind tunnel introduces a complex mechanical problem 
and efforts have been made to find simple but still effective 
ways to reduce residual wall interferences to negligible 
values. An innovative scheme using solid side walls and 
flexing rods for upper and lower walls was described by Harney 
(Reference 9) at the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory. 
This report discusses in some detail the problem of proper 
choice of contouring for hybrid adaptation. At the NASA Ames 
Research Center, Shairer and Mendosa (Reference 10) describe 
research in which controlled air flow through porous walls is 
used in lieu of flexible walls to create the proper outer 
streamline shape. :In England, at the University of 
Southhampton, a technique was described (Reference 11) in which 
only the upper and .Lower walls of the tunnel were made 
flexible, resulting in a "hybrid adaptation." In this work the 
influence coefficients of each of the positioning jacks was to 
be determined experimentally and these data input to a computer 
for estimation of best wall positioning. At the Arnold 
Engineering Development Center of the U . S .  Air Force, a 
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segmented variable porosity scheme has been employed using 
sixty-four individually controlled segments (Reference 1 2 ) .  
Smith (Reference 13) has investigated the case of wind 
tunnels with solid side walls and 2-D flexing upper and lower 
walls. He presents a method for shaping walls that sharply 
reduces the model centerline upwash interference and also 
reduces the axial gradients. 
The present report also deals with solid wall tunnels 
having only upper and lower walls flexing. An algorithm for 
selecting the wall contours for both two and three dimensional 
wall flexure is presented and numerical experiments are used to 
validate its applicability to the general test case of three 
dimensional lifting aircraft models in rectangular cross- 
section wind tunnels. The method requires an initial approxi- 
mate representation of the model flow field at a given lift 
with walls absent. This representation should be at best a 
solution of the non-linear transonic flow equations to allow 
use of the method up to Mach numbers where wall speeds approach 
unity. The numerical methods utilized are derived by use of 
so-called Green's source solutions obtained using the method of 
images. First order linearized flow theory is employed with 
Prandtl-Glauert compressibility transformations. In addition 
to two dimensional flexing of the upper and lower walls, three 
dimensional flexing is also considered for cases in which three 
rows of jacks could be used or in which only a single center- 
line row of jacks would be used with fixed unclamped side 
edges. Equations are derived for the flexed shape of a simple 
constant thickness plate wall under the influence of a finite 
number of jacks in an axial row along the plate centerline. As 
a final task, the Green's source methods are developed to 
.. 
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.. 
provide estimations of residual flow distortion (interferences) 
with measured wall pressures and wall flow inclinations as 
inputs. 
1 .2  Scope of this Report -
This report presents the following Fortran codes developed 
using a VAX /VMS operating system and essentially incorporates 
the Fortran 77 notations and conveniences: 
( 1 )  PHIXZM - Green's source representation of flow 
distortion at the model location in the wind tunnel produced by 
a model flow field in combination with wall boundary shapes. 
Flow field input can be from numerical computations or from 
computations based on measured tunnel wall values of pressure 
and slope. 
( 2 )  AFMODL - An approximate representation of an AEDC 
model, see Reference 1 3 ,  page 109, using pointed horseshoe 
vortices for lift of sweptback wings, doublets on the fuselage 
axis to represent fuselage lift, swept source and sink lines on 
the wings to represent thickness and sources on the axis for 
fuselage and balance sting thickness. It also applies the 
Tracor blockage algorithm and provides an input file for PHIXZM 
to estimate residual flow distortion at the model due to the 
hybrid (incomplete) adaptation. 
( 3 )  NONLVN - Applies Tracor blockage algorithm using 
input data from a non-linear code and provides an output for 
introduction in PHIXZM. 
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(4) VEEXPHINO - Computes the wall-free normal velocity 
field at the walls from measured wall slope and pressure. 
(Wall Slope may result from flexure or boundary layer growth). 
Provides input to PHIXZM for estimating residual flow. 
distortion at the model region. 
( 5 )  JACK-DISPL - Computes the jack displacements and 
resulting residual normal velocities at the wall for 3-D 
flexible plate upper and lower walls controlled by a single 
control row of jacks. The Tracor Algorithm is applied for 
input into PHIXZM. 
A modified version of AFMODL called AFMODLJ is appended to 
provide input of wall-free normal velocities at the panels and 
at jack stations for the 0.3 Meter Tunnel. 
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2 . 0  ESTIMATION OF TUNNEL FLOW DISTORTION AT MODEL 
2 . 1  Tracor Algorithm for Reduction of Blockage 
The presence of fixed straight walls in a rectangular 
tunnel can be represented in inviscid flow by a doubly infinite 
set of images of the model as described clearly in Reference 1. 
This is general and true even for transonic and supersonic 
flow. However, when the model image fields produce sizable 
pressure gradients and flow angularity at the model position it 
will clearly introduce errors in drag, moments, and lift forces 
that require correction. The ideal case represented by 
flexible walls contoured to the free air streamlines would 
permit testing with no corrections for walls and having only 
Reynolds number mismatches to be corrected for. The boundary 
layer growth on the walls must of course be included in 
correctly positioning the walls. Harney (Reference 9) and 
wolf, et. a1 (Reference 11) have shown the possibility of 
minimizing tunnel flow field distortion by flexing only the 
upper and lower walls leaving the side walls straight and 
thereby reducing mechanical complexity and cost of the wind 
tunnel installation. In both references cited, however, no 
clear scheme for positioning the flexed 2-D walls was 
demonstrated for the general case of an aircraft model having 
both thickness and lift. The Tracor algorithm to be described 
does in fact show remarkable ability to negate the axial 
pressure gradient and the upwash on the centerline of the 
tunnel and to reduce markedly the spanwise upwash variation 
(washin) normally associated with flat side walls. The 
algorithm concept is simple. Consider Figure 1 showing an 
axial view of a lifting model in the tunnel with the streamline 
traces projected in a plane normal to the axis of the tunnel. 
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The sketch on the left shows the wall free conditions and that 
on the right the fixed wall condition. In the lower half of 
the tunnel there is for the case shown a lack of freedom for 
the flow to expand beyond the walls hence a blockage exists 
which requires the flow to speed up abnormally in that section 
to satisfy continuity of mass flow in the tunnel. At the same 
time there is a crowding of upward flowing streamline traces 
near the wing tip leading to an induced upwash over the wing. 
In Figure 2 where the walls are permitted to effectively move 
outward as one moves axially the streamline traces can resume 
their more nearly free air patterns near the model as 
illustrated in the sketch. A logical manner to determine the 
wall slope thus appears to be as follows: allow the wall in 
each half of the tunnel (upper and lower) to permit a net out- 
flow through the boundary equal to the integral of the free-air 
outflow in the half tunnel. This is essentially the concept of 
the Tracor Algorithm treated in this report. It requires, of 
course, a free air estimation of the normal velocity components 
at the wall control surfaces. It also appears logical that a 
non-linear transonicfree-air solution at a given lift 
coefficient can be effectively used so long as the disturbance 
velocities at the wall are truly small. It is also clear that 
the lift coefficient of the computed data and the lift 
coefficient measured or set experimentally should be matched as 
the lift is the primary driver of the outer flow field 
independent to first order of its distribution. As will be 
shown, application of the Tracor algorithm for set.ting the flex 
walls reduces the axial pressure gradients to negligible 
levels. It also sharply reduces the upwash at the model 
centerline and reduces the lateral upwash gradients to 
generally acceptable levels. 
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2 . 2  Derivation of PHIXZM - A Green's Source Code for 
Estimation of Residual Tunnel Flow Distortion 
Once the residual normal velocities at the tunnel walls 
(control surface) are given from a free-air calculation and 
application of the Tracor algorithm, input into PHIXZM yields 
the tunnel x- and z-wise disturbance velocities near the 
model. PHIXZM utilizes a Green's source concept; that is, a 
normal wall velocity can be cancelled over a small panel by a 
solution of the governing fluid differential equations that 
produces a uniform normal velocity over the panel and zero 
normal velocity at all other points on the tunnel walls. The 
derivation of this Green's source solution is done using the 
method of images for a tunnel of rectangular cross section and 
infinitely long in the axial direction. The image system for a 
Green's source on a wall panel is illustrated in Figure 3 .  A 
similar figure of paired sources can be drawn for sources on 
the floor. Note that symmetry about the centerline is assumed 
throughout this report. The paneling system used is as 
follows: an even number of panels is taken vertically on the 
wall, the wall panels are square but the floor panels can be 
slightly rectangular depending on the tunnel width to height 
ratio. The program is written to make them as square as 
possible. Distances to panel centers in the X direction (down- 
stream) are governed by an integer index, IX, upstream values 
of IX are negative. Panel coordinates on the walls at a given 
IX location are made dependent on an integer index, 12, 
starting at 1 just to the side of the centerline on the tunnel 
floor. Thus, panel center coordinates can be specified by two 
indices IX and 12. The coordinate system and numbering system 
are shown in Figure 4 .  Positions of image sources are defined 
by indices IZ, IX, and I and L, I being the number of image 
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pairs away from the tunnel vertically and L the corresponding 
index laterally. At a value of I and L equal to M (arbitrary 
integer) the calculations are hastened by replacing the outer 
discrete sources by smearing them uniformly in strength to 
infinity on the plane being used. This permits the effect of 
all the additional sources to be integrated in closed form. If 
the value of M selected is sufficiently large the variation of 
disturbance velocities across the tunnel by the outer sources 
is small enough so that both axial and upwash velocities need 
only be computed at the tunnel center, y & z equal to zero. 
The equations for the axial and vertical velocities at the 
centerline €or any sources are as follows: 
where Q is the source strength, 8 is v l  - (MachI2', xl, y 1  zl, 
and x, y, z are the coordinates of the source and the field 
point, respectively. These disturbance velocities are derived 
from the potential function, 4 ,  the unit source solution to the 
linear first order compressible differential equations of 
motion. The source strength Q, is related to the normal 
velocity, VN, at its panel by the relation 
Q = 20VN*AX*AZ or 2*VNoAX*Ay ( 3 )  
c 
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c 
for wall or floor panel locations. AXAZ is the area of panel. 
Making use of the above considerations the program PHIXZM was 
written to provide and O z  at points at and near the test 
model with input normal velocity distributions obtained either 
from estimates (linear or nonlinear) for the model under test 
at a given lift coefficient, or from the estimated wall-free 
values calculated by the program VEEXPHINO using measured test 
values of axial and normal velocities at the wall control 
surfaces. Fortran listing of the program PHIXZM is given in 
Appendix A. 
2.3 A Simplified AEDC Model Flow-Field Code 
In order to exercise the PHIXZM code and assess the 
beneficial effect of flexwalls set according to the Tracor 
Algorithm, a wall-free flow field computation was needed. The 
following describes a simplified modeling approach applied to 
the AEDC Wind Tunnel Model described in Reference 12. The 
model itself is simple consisting only of a circular body, with 
swept back wings and horizontal tail. The body thickness was 
r e p r e s e n t e d  by a s i n g l e  source l o c a t e d  b e h i n d  the n o s e  and a 
sink located at the discontinuous base sting intersection. The 
body lift was represented by two semi-infinite doublet lines 
one originating at the body source and the second (negative) at 
the body sink. Wing and tail thickness were represented by 
swept source and sink lines lying respectively at the leading 
and trailing edges of the airfoils. Wing and tail lift were 
represented by a swept line vortex, in effect a pointed horse- 
shoe vortex. For a given total lift, the angle of attack was 
estimated from simple swept wing theory and the main wing was 
estimated to contribute 80% of the total lift, the tail 20%. 
The model was assumed to be mounted so that it moves upward 
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with angle of attack on an arc about the center of rotation 
located well behind the model. The equations for the flow are 
given in a Fortran listing of the code named AFMODL presented 
in Appendix 8 .  This program also applies the Tracor Algorithm 
and produces a file of the displacements of upper and lower 
surfaces for the Langley 0.3-meter TCT with flexwalls for the 
AEDC model at arbitrary lift coefficient, CL, and Mach number. 
This file is called 2DISPL.DAT. The program also produces a 
file called PHINWALL.DAT containing the estimated wall-free 
normal velocities at the center of each wall panel for input 
into PHIXZM. 
2 . 4  Extension to Transonic Nonlinear Wall-Free Codes 
The use of small disturbance-linearized theory limits the 
applicability of the method to moderate combinations of Mach 
number, model/tunnel size ratio, and lift coefficient. Some 
extension can be obtained by using a nonlinear transonic code 
for computing the wall-free flow field up to the condition for 
which wall speeds approach the speed of sound or deviate 
substantially from the main flow Mach number. The code used 
should provide a file called VNZERONL.DAT that can be 
introduced into a modified version of AFMODL to replace the 
simplified model representation calculation of the wall-free 
normal velocities. This has been done and is presented in 
Appendix C as NONLVN. This program generates a file 
PHINWALL.DAT for input to PHIXM and a file called ZDISPL.DAT 
giving the coordinates of the upper and lower walls as dictated 
by the Tracor blockage algorithm. 
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2.5 Comparison of Green's Source Method with Closed Form 
Solutions to Assess Numerical Accuracy 
The PHIXZM code for estimating wall induced flow. 
distortion at the model location was checked for accuracy by 
comparison with Glauert's (Reference 1) nearly closed form 
equation for the upwash produced by a horseshoe vortex in a 
square tunnel, namely: 
Upwash at the tunnel center = 0.137 SCL/D* ( 4 )  
Here S is the wing area, CL the lift coefficient and D2 the 
tunnel cross sectional area. For the comparison, the program 
AFMODL was modified to produce a horseshoe vortex by setting 
sweep, fuselage diameter, wing and tail thickness and tail 
lift, all to zero. The wall-free normal velocities obtained 
were then input to PHIXZM to obtain the tunnel center upwash. 
For a ratio of S/D2 O E  0.021615 and CL = 0 . 5 ,  the Glauert 
value was 0.0014806 and the Green's Source Method 0.0014799. A 
total of 1640 double panels was used for this computation. To 
check the accuracy of the axial velocity computations, a direct 
calculation was made of the axial velocity distribution in the 
tunnel center produced by a unit strength source at the 
origin. This numerical solution was calculated using the method 
of images in a square tunnel. For the comparison, the AFMODL 
program was modified to produce a unit source by setting lift 
coefficient, wing and tail thicknesses and rear end sink 
strength all to zero. Once again the wall-free normal 
velocities were input to PHIXZM to obtain the axial disturbance 
velocity ratios due to the walls. The following table shows 
the result: 
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Table 1 
Axial Disturbance Velocity Ratios 
X/D PHIXZM DIRECT SOURCE -
0.1 0.07137 
0.2 0.13928 
0.3 0.20095 
0.4 0.25470 
0.5 0.29999 
0.07129 
0.13912 
0.20072 
0.25441 
0.29964 
Again 1640 double panels were used. Clearly the numerical 
accuracy is more than adequate considering the general 
approximations in the basic theory. 
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3 ,O APPLICATION OF THE CODES TO THE AEDC MODEL IN THE LANGLEY 
0.3-METER TCT FLEXWALL TUNNEL 
3.1 Basic Model Results -
The AFMODL program was used to compute the wall-free 
normal velocities for the AEDC model at a lift coefficient of 
0.55 and Mach number of 0.77. The input of these data into 
PHIXZM after modification by the Tracor blockage algorithm 
provides an estimate of the residual flow field distortion 
given in the following table computed using 3240 panel pairs: 
Table 2 
NX= 40 NZ= 20 MACH=0.770 A=0.330 DzO.330 M= 20 
PHIXM PHIZMO PHIZM1 PHIZM2 
-10 -0.64892E-04 
-9 -0.55712E-04 
-8 -0.404753-04 
-7 -0.19946E-04 
-6 0.42184E-05 
-5 0.29777E-04 
-4 0,54287E-04 
-3 0.75375E-04 
-2 0.908393-04 
-1 0.98676E-04 
0 0.97263E-04 
1 0.85857E-04 
2 0.65291E-04 
3 0.38460E-04 
4 0.99236E-05 
5 -0.15650E-04 
6 -0.35440E-04 
7 -0.49124E-04 
8 -0.57658E-04 
9 -0.61693E-04 
10 -0.61263E-04 
0 . 22807E-04 
0.129773-04 
-0.77779E-06 
-0 . 19454E-04 
-0.44735E-04 
-0.79225E-04 
-0.12646E-03 
-0.19052E-03 
-0.275243-03 
-0.38297E-03 
-0.51315E-03 
-0.66133E-03 
-0.81894E-03 
-0.97462E-03 
-0.11170E-02 
-0.12378E-02 
-0.13340E-02 
-0.14070E-02 
-0.14609E-02 
-0.15005E-02 
-0.15304E-02 
0.13517E-04 
0.15917E-05 
-0.147023-04 
-0.36323E-04 
-0.64688E-04 
-0 . 10174E-03 
-0.149823-03 
-0.21123E-03 
-0.28765E-03 
-0.37951E-03 
-0,48547E-03 
-0.60220E-03 
-0.72458E-03 
-0.84623E-03 
-0.96049E-03 
-0.10617E-02 
-0.114643-02 
-0.12140E-02 
-0.12660E-02 
-0.13055E-02 
-0.13358E-02 
-0.28321E-04 
-0.49112E-04 
-0.74822E-04 
-0.10582E-03 
-0.14249E-03 
-0.18482E-03 
-0.231503-03 
-0.27874E-03 
-0.3197431-03 
-0.34630E-03 
-0.35270E-03 
-0.33981E-03 
-0.31709E-03 
-0.30158E-03 
-0.30923E-03 
-0.34333E-03 
-0.394443-03 
-0.44952E-03 
-0.499443-03 
-0.54104E-03 
-0.57531E-03 
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Here I X  v a l u e s  of 210 r e p r e s e n t  d i s t a n c e s  of one h a l f  t h e  
t u n n e l  h e i g h t .  They l i e  j u s t  ahead  of t h e  f u s e l a g e  nose and  
j u s t  b e h i n d  t h e  f u s e l a g e  b a s e .  I t  c a n  be s e e n  t h a t  t h e  a x i a l  
v a l u e s  and g r a d i e n t s  of  t h e  d i s t u r b a n c e  p r e s s u r e  are n e g l i g i b l e  
and  t h e  upwash a n g l e s  are small ,  t h e  l a r g e s t  b e i n g  n e a r  t h e  
b a s e  o f  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  0 . 1  d e g r e e s .  
I 
The v a l u e s  t h a t  would be i n c u r r e d  w i t h o u t  f l e x i n g  t h e  
w a l l s  are  p r e s e n t e d  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t a b l e :  
T a b l e  3 
NX= 40 NZ= 20 MACHz0.770 A=0.330 D=0.330 M= 20 
PHIXM PHIZMO PHIZM1 PHIZM2 
-10 0.20055E-02 
-9 0.338603-02 
-8 0.48950E-02 
-7 0 . 6 5 0 2 3 ~ 0 2  
-6 0.81652E-02 
-5 0.98299E-02 
- 4  0.114353-01 
-3 0.12915E-01 
- 2  0.14204E-01 
-1 0.15244E-01 
0 0.15989E-01 
1 0.16413E-01 
2 0.1651713-01 
3 0.1632811-01 
4 0.15891E-01 
5 0.15263E-01 
6 0.14500E-01 
7 0.136563-01 
8 0.12775E-01 
9 0.11897E-01 
I 10 0.11054E-01 
-0.32051E-03 
-0.16585E-03 
0.68470E-04 
0.399173-03 
0.84016E-03 
0 . 14003E-02 
0.20817E-02 
0.287763-02 
0.37719E-02 
0.473913-02 
0.57455E-02 
0.67526E-02 
0.77220E-02 
0.862053-02 
0.94239E-02 . 
0.10119E-01 
0.10703E-01 
0.11178E-01 
0.11554E-01 
0.11840E-01 
0.12044E-01 
-0.32980E-03 
-0.17724E-03 
0.54544E-04 
0.38230E-03 
0.820213-03 
0.13778E-02 
0.20583E-02 
0.28569E-02 
0.37595E-02 
0.47426E-02 
0.57731E-02 
0.68117E-02 
0.781643-02 
0.87489E-02 
0.95804E-02 
0.102953-01 
0.10890E-01 
0.11372E-01 
0.11749E-01 
0.12035E-01 
0.12239E-01 
-0.371643-03 
-0.22795E-03 
-0.557923-05 
0.312803-03 
0.74240E-03 
0.129473-02 
0.197663-02 
0.27894E-02 
0.372743-02 
0.47758E-02 
0.590593-02 
0.707413-02 
0.822393-02 
0.929353-02 
0.102323-01 
0.11013E-01 
0.116423-01 
0.121363-01 
0.125163-01 
0.127993-01 
0.129993-01 
. 
T h e s e  d i s t u r b a n c e s  would c l e a r l y  a l t e r  t h e  f l o w  o v e r  t h e  model 
t o  a n  e x t e n t  t h a t  would make  t e s t  d a t a  o n l y  m a r g i n a l l y  
c o r r e c t a b l e .  
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The effect of using a finer panel grid can be seen by 
comparison of the first table of results with the following 
table computed with a total of 7260 panel pairs: 
-15 
-14 
-13 
-12 
-11 
-10 
-9 
-8 
-7 
-6 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
Table 4 
NX= 60 NZ- 30 MACH-0.770 A-0.330 D=0.330 M= 20 
PHIXM 
-0.419703-04 
-0.37653E-04 
-0.32167E-04 
-0.25633E-04 
-0.18248E-04 
-0.10275E-04 
-0.20334E-05 
0.61165E-05 
0.13792E-04 
0.20614E-04 
0.26217E-04 
0.30280E-04 
0.325383-04 
0.32802E-04 
0.30978E-04 
0.27074E-04 
0.212163-04 
0.13655E-04 
0.47493E-05 
-0.50464E-05 
-0.15231E-04 
-0.25314E-04 
-0.34866E-04 
-0.43557E-04 
-0.51165E-04 
-0.575553-04 
-0.62632E-04 
-0.66298E-04 
-0.68437E-04 
-0.68900E-04 
-0.67540E-04 
PHIZMO 
-0.98716E-04 
-0.11470E-03 
-0.13305E-03 
-0.15408E-03 
-0.17815E-03 
-0.20568E-03 
-0.23715E-03 
-0.273063-03 
-0.31395E-03 
-0.36030E-03 
-0.41253E-03 
-0.47088E-03 
-0.53537E-03 
-0.605683-03 
-0.681143-03 
-0 .76066E-03 
-0.84275E-03 
-0.925603-03 
-0.100723-02 
-0.10854E-02 
-0.11584E-02 
-0.12244E-02 
-0.12822E-02 
-0.13313E-02 
-0.13713E-02 
-0.14028E-02 
-0.14264E-02 
-0.14433E-02 
-0.14548E-02 
-0.14620E-02 
-0.14665E-02 
PHIZM1 
-0.10551E-03 
-0.12213E-03 
-0.140973-03 
-0 . 16223E-03 
-0.18615E-03 
-0.21296E-03 
-0.24292E-03 
-0.27630E-03 
-0.31330E-03 
-0.35410E-03 
-0.39877E-03 
-0.44727E-03 
-0.499403-03 
-0.55480E-03 
-0.61293E-03 
-0.67309E-03 
-0.73445E-03 
-0.79608E-03 
-0.85697E-03 
-0.91611E-03 
-0.97246E-03 
-0.10251E-02 
-0.10731E-02 
-0.11158E-02 
-0.11528E-02 
-0.11840E-02 
-0.12096E-02 
-0.12299E-02 
-0.12458E-02 
-0.12580E-02 
-0.12675E-02 
PHIZM2 
-0.13814E-03 
-0.15837E-03 
-0.18022E-03 
-0.20350E-03 
-0.227973-03 
-0.25325E-03 
-0.27886E-03 
-0.30413E-03 
-0.32817E-03 
-0.349823-03 
-0.36771E-03 
-0.38027E-03 
-0.38598E-03 
-0.383593-03 
-0.37249E-03 
-0.35316E-03 
-0.32740E-03 
-0.29841E-03 
-0.270473-03 
-0.248133;-03 
-0.23523E-03 
-0.23399E-03 
-0.24455E-03 
-0.265223-03 
-0.29317E-03 
-0.325243-03 
-0.35869E-03 
-0.39153E-03 
-0.42255E-03 
-0.45121E-03 
-0.47738E-03 
Only modest changes in the already small distortion values 
are evident. 
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3.2 Sensitivity to Span Load Shift 
Naturally, the flow over the test model will not be 
exactly the same as that computed and used in setting the flex 
walls. 
considering possible alterations in the local distributions for 
a given fixed lift coefficient. In the basic calculations the 
span of the wing trailing vortex pair was set to correspond to 
an elliptic span load distribution. To determine sensitivity 
to span load alteration the vortex pair spacing, set by the 
variable, SV, in AFMODL was reduced from n/4 times the wing 
span to 2/3 the wing span; however, the wall contours were held 
at the values set for the basic calculation. The resulting 
flow distortion for comparison with that of the basic case is 
The effect of any differences can be estimate'd by 
presented in the following table: 
Table 
NX= 40 NZ= 20 MACH=0.770 
-10 
-9 
-8 
-7 
-6 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
PHIXM 
-0.19797E-03 
-0.17327E-03 
-0.14063E-03 
-0.10121E-03 
-0.57348E-04 
-0.12184E-04 
0.30909E-04 
0.68808E-04 
0.98958E-04 
0.11951E-03 
0.12944E-03 
0.12876E-03 
0.11903E-03 
0.10359E-03 
0.87118E-04 
0.74140E-04 
0.67138E-04 
0.66036E-04 
0.69496E-04 
0.76572E-04 
0.87040E-04 
PHIZMO 
0.19535E-03 
0.22410E-03 
0.25440E-03 
0.28463E-03 
0.31170E-03 
0.33057E-03 
0.33428E-03 
0.31449E-03 
0.26286E-03 
0.17313E-03 
0.43387E-04 
-0.12227E-03 
-0.31349E-03 
-0.51545E-03 
-0.712413-03 
-0.89178E-03 
-0.10466E-02 
-0.11756E-02 
-0.12810E-02 
-0.13665E-02 
-0.14364E-02 
5 
A=0.330 D=0.330 M= 20 
PHIZMl 
0.19034E-03 
0.21795E-03 
0.24677E-03 
0.27513E-03 
0.30007E-03 
0.31702E-03 
0.31992E-03 
0.30186E-03 
0.25630E-03 
0.17863E-03 
0.67660E-04 
-0.73454E-04 
-0.23731E-03 
-0.41344E-03 
-0.59019E-03 
-0.75705E-03 
-0.90657E-03 
-0.10352E-02 
-0.11427E-02 
-0.12312E-02 
-0.13038E-02 
PHIZM2 
0.16217E-03 
0.18447E-03 
0.20811E-03 
0.23196E-03 
0.25387E-03 
0 . 2 7 0 7 2 ~ 0 3  
0.27920E-03 
0.27712E-03 
0.26470E-03 
0.24434E-03 
0.21832E-03 
0.18599E-03 
0.14193E-03 
0.757983-04 
-0.20730E-04 
-0.144183-03 
-0 . 28007E-03 
-0.41225E-03 
-0.53011E-03 
-0.63020E-03 
-0.71393E-03 
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Comparison of the two relevant Tables 2 and 5, shows 
differences of low order and within acceptable limits. 
3.3 Sensitivity to Fore and Aft Load Shift 
To test sensitivity to fore and aft shifting of the lift, 
the sweptline vortex was moved from the wing quarter chord to 
the wing half chord. The wall flexure remained at the setting 
for the basic flow calculation. The flow distortion under 
these conditions are presented in Table 6 for comparison with 
the basic case in Table 2. 
Table 6 
NX= 40 NZ= 20 MACH=O.770 A-0.330 Dz0.330 M- 20 
PHIXM PHIZMO PHIZM1 PHIZM2 
-10 
-9 
-8 
-7 
-6 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
-0.34504E-03 
-0.38631E-03 
-0.42445E-03 
-0.456333-03 
-0.47747E-03 
-0.48176E-03 
-0.46157E-03 
-0.40910E-03 
-0.31875E-03 
-0.19024E-03 
-0.31089E-04 
0.14291E-03 
0.31042E-03 
0.45004E-03 
0.54637E-03 
0.59356E-03 
0.59499E-03 
0.56030E-03 
0.50211E-03 
0 . 4 3 3 2 4 ~ 0 3  
0.36436E-03 
-0.89885E-04 
-0.13871E-03 
-0.20122E-03 
-0.27938E-03 
-0.37502E-03 
*-0 . 48939E-03 
-0.62255E-03 
-0.77266E-03 
-0.935433-03 
-0.11040E-02 
-0.12692E-02 
-0.14210E-02 
-0.15496E-02 
-0 . 16477E-02 
-0.17118E-02 
-0.17435E-02 
-*0.17493E-02 
-0.17380E-02 
-0.17182E-02 
-0.16964E-02 
-0.167693-02 
-0.97977E-04 
-0.14840E-03 
-0.21285E-03 
-0.29338E-03 
-0.39170E-03 
-0.50875E-03 
-0.64386E-03 
-0.793923-03 
-0.95285E-03 
-0.11116E-02 
-0.12594E-02 
-0.13856E-02 
-0.14823E-02 
-0.15459E-02 
-0.15783E-02 
-0.15851E-02 
-0.157403-02 
-0.15530E-02 
-0.15283E-02 
-0 .15047E-02 
-0.14846E-02 
-0.13622E-03 
-0.193933-03 
-0 . 265893-03 
-0.353793-03 
-0.458943-03 
-0.581448-03 
-0.71881E-03 
-0.86419E-03 
-0.10051E-02 
-0.11242E-02 
-0.12025E-02 
-0.12251E-02 
-0.11892E-02 
-0.11097E-02 
-0.10141E-02 
-0.92637E-03 
-0.85758E-03 
-0.80778E-03 
-0.77220E-03 
-0.74657E-03 
-0.72886E-03 
Once again the variations are seen to be minimal. 
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4 . 0  CONSIDERATION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL FLEXING OF THE UPPER 
AND LOWER WALLS 
The two dimensional flexing previously considered in this 
report appears to lack the ability to prevent some residual 
aerodynamic wash-in (induced twist of the wings). It seemed 
therefore that three dimensional flexing might improve the 
situation. One practical scheme considered envisioned a single 
row of jacks along the flex wall centerline with the lateral 
edge of the wall plate held fixed but not clamped. The jacks 
would conform the plate at each axial jack location to satisfy 
the Tracor blockage algorithm. To provide input to the flow 
distortion program P H I X Z M  the plate slopes in the axial 
direction were required at every panel center. For this a 
program called JACK - DISPL was developed using classical thin 
plate theory. A description of the method used and a Fortran 
listing are presented in Appendix D. 
Application of the analysis to the Langley 0.3-Meter TCT 
flexwall tunnel with the AEDC model at CL = 0 .5  indicated as 
expected the usual reduction in blockage and induced upwash; 
however, the spanwise variation of upwash was not improved at 
all even though it was basically small, e.g., only about 0.03 
degrees in a tunnel quarter width away from the center. The 
output data are presented below in Tables 7 and 8 .  
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Table 7 - Rigid Walls 
MACH=O CL10.5 
IX PHIXM PHIZMO PHIZMl PHIZM2 
-10 
-8 
-6 
-4 
-2 
0 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
0.193E-02 
0.268E-02 
0.344E-02 
0.414E-02 
0.473E-02 
0.513E-02 
0.531E-02 
0.52713-02 
0.5043-02 
0.4673-02 
0.424E-02 
0.105E-02 
0 . 14713-02 
0.1953-02 
0.248E-02 
0.305E-02 
0.362E-02 
0.417E-02 
0.467E-02 
0.51112-02 
0.5463-02 
0.57413-02 
0 . 10713-02 
0.14913-02 
0.198E-02 
0.253E-02 
0.311E-02 
0.370E-02 
0.427E-02 
0.479E-02 
0.524E-02 
0 . 562E-02 
0.5913-02 
0.114E-02 
0.158E-02 
0.211E-02 
0 . 27013-02 
0.335E-02 
0.403E-02 
0.469E-02 
0.530E-02 
0 . 582E-02 
0.62%-02 
0.6593-02 
Table 8 - Flexed Walls 
MACH=O CL-0.5 
IX PHIXM PHIZXO PHIZM1 PHIZM2 
-10 
-8 
-6 
-4 
-2 
0 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
0.53213-04 
-0.137E-03 
-0.274E-03 
-0.329E-03 
-0.285E-03 
-0.133E-03 
0.11912-03 
0.436E-03 
0.752E-03 
0.99lE-03 
0 . 110 E-02 
-0.738E-04 
-0 -7153-04 
0.2873-04 
0.649E-04 
0.204E-03 
0.369E-03 
0 . S36B-03 
0.707E-03 
0.892E-03 
0 . 108E-02 
0.126E-02 
-0.946E-04 -0 . 1723-03 
-0.104E-03 -0.220E-03 
-0.7893-04 -0.2513-03 
-0.988E-05 -0.264E-03 
0.978E-04 -0.264E-03 
0.225E-03 -0.2613-03 
0.3573-03 -0.255E-03 
0.4953-03 -0 . 2343-03 
0.649E-03 -0.1833-03 
0.8153-03 -0.102E-03 
0.971E-03 -0.161E-04 
I t  is probable that the lack of displacement of the plate 
edges reduces the effectiveness of the 3-D flexure. 
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5.0 ESTIMATION OF FLOW DISTORTION FROM TEST DATA 
As mentioned in the introduction the concepts for using 
measured data on a suitable control surface during a test have 
been developed for some time. For application to hybrid 
conditions of partial adaptation the following analysis is 
presented to identify some functions used in the estimation of 
distortion that have the property of being calculable without 
iterative or inverting procedures that often introduce errors 
when applied to large matrices such as those needed for panel 
methods using large numbers of panels. 
Consider a solid wall tunnel or a ventilated tunnel where 
wall pressures and corresponding normal velocity can be measured 
or determined during a test. It is assumed that nothing is 
known of the model flow field. Disturbance velocities, axial 
and normal to a control surface coincident with original walls 
are denoted and On respectively and the following cases 
are defined: 
are values at the wall for the wall-free 0 0 x  and 0:
condition (fully adapted). 
the control surface (partially adapted). 
by the residual wall presence in its partially 
or non adapted state. 
(I: and 0; 
6 $ x  and are the outer and inner change in 0x produced 
are the values measured during the test at 
0 i 
60n is change in +n from partial to fully adapted 
n is defined positive inward. 
state. 
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Thus we may write 
and 
Our goal is the computation of On or 64n for use in 
estimation of the residual wall interferences. The flow 
produced by the model in the region outside the control surface 
can also be considered to be produced by a distribution of 
normal velocity, 4n over the control surface and we may write 
the matrix formula: 
where Go is a Green's source function for the outer flow and i 
and j are field point and source location indices. 
i The change in the internal flow, 6 0 x ,  can be related to the 
normal velocity change, 64n as 
( 8 )  60i(i) = 64,(j) G i (i,j). 
where Gi is a Green's source function. 
Introducing Equations ( 7 )  and ( 8 )  into (5) yields 
6 $,(j) Gi(i,j) = -4; (j) Go(i,j) + +F(i) 
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and using (6) to eliminate 69n we obtain 
This wall-free value is not exactly correct because the 
measurements are made with the model in a partially adapted 
state. It represents the wall-free flow about a model tested in 
a slightly non-uniform stream. However, the residual errors for 
practical cases can be very small. 
The Green's function, Gi, can be generated directly by 
means of the method of images: however, the function, Go, 
cannot. Fortunately as shown below the inverse function 
[Go - Gi]-l can be generated directly. 
The wall presence in its partially adapted state can also 
be represented by a distribution of doublets or vortex elements 
over the tunnel wall control surface. This representation 
produces a flow change that is discontinuous in ox and 
continuous in +, at the control surface and we may write: 
where r is the local vortex intensity on the control surface. 
Also 
outside the control surface Equation ( 7 )  applies also to the 
increment, 69, and 
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Substitution of Equations ( 8 )  and (13) in (11) leads to 
r(j) = 64,(i) [Gi(i,j) - Go(i,j)l 
and by matrix inversion 
(14) 
but a relationship between I' and 64n can be written as 
69,(i) = - r ( j )  A (i,j) (16) 
where A is a function uniquely determined by the control surface 
geometry. It is indeed the normal velocity produced at a point 
on the wall, i, by a unit vortex element at j. It can be 
computed directly without images. 
Comparison of Equations (15) and (16) yields 
Finally from (10) and (17) 
Equation (18) shows that the free air normal velocity 
distribution can be determined from the measurements and two 
directly calculable arrays, Gi and A. 
inversion is required, thus a high degree of accuracy can be 
assured when using large numbers of elements. It is fast and 
straightforward to use elements or panels with sizes as small as 
one or two inches in an eight foot square wind tunnel. 
No iteration nor matrix 
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To obtain the flow distortion at the position of the model, 
i.e., pressure and flow angle and their gradients, we may use 
the following expressions: 
where Gm and Hm are Green's functions for wall sources. 
Both functions are developed by direct calculation using the 
method of images. 
The complete code for computation of On has been 
developed; it is called VEEXPHINO and a Fortran listing is 
presented in Appendix E. It requires the input functions 
measured wall normal velocity, MEASVN.DAT, and measured wall 
axial disturbance velocity, MEASVX.DAT. These functions must be 
developed to provide values at the centers of the panels chosen 
to correspond to the panel system chosen for VEEXPHINO. The 
output of VEEXPHINO called PHINWALL.DAT serves as input to 
PHIXZM for calculation of the residual flow distortion at the 
model location. If the system discussed is utilized in a 
practical case the pressures and normal velocities will probably 
be measured at a relatively small number of points. It is 
probably best to extrapolate the measured values to the more 
numerous chosen panel centers and then proceed rather than to 
limit the number of panels. The arrays Gi and A become very 
large if many panels are chosen, therefore, VEEXPHINO calculates 
smaller arrays from which Gi and A are generated by using the 
geometrical similarities of the panel arrangements in a tunnel 
with a constant cross-sectional shape. 
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The first part of VEEXPHINO computes the first term in 
parenthesis in Equation (18). It uses the same technique of 
images used for PHIXZM to derive the constituent array GO used 
to generate the function Gi(i,J). The second part of the code 
develops the matrix array A(i,j) by use of the equations for 
horseshoe vortices given in Reference 1. Each panel is assumed 
to contain a centrally located bound vortex and two trailing 
vortices that extend downstream to infinity. The equations are 
shown and described in some detail in the listing. 
As mentioned previously, when the walls are not fully 
adapted the procedure described is only approximate in that the 
model produces a flow field influenced by the residual wall 
presence. However, the numerical experiments performed with 
theoretical models shows that partial adaptation in practical 
cases reduces the flow distortions to negligible values. 
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6 . 0  CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the computations indicate the power of 
flexing upper and lower walls of a rectangular wind tunnel in 
reducing the flow distortions at a mode1 test location. Axial 
pressure gradients can be reduced to negligible values and 
upwash and upwash gradients can be sharply reduced. Once the 
walls have been set for a given lift coefficient and.using a 
good calculated approximation to the model flow field, the 
present results show that the residual flow distortions are 
insensitive to variations in span loading and fore and aft 
loading. Thus once set the data obtained can be quite accurate 
even though the flow about the model is somewhat different from 
that computed. The calculated residual flow distortion at the 
model offers a good measure of the quality of the data and when 
not too large can be used as a basis for corrections, i.e., 
small angle of attack corrections for the fuselage, an 
indication of the induced aerodynamic twist of the wings and 
correction for the induced tail angle of attack. 
. 
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FIGURE 3 - SOURCE IMAGE SYSTEM FOR M = 3 
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APPENDIX A - PHIXZM FORTRAN LISTING 
Primary Symbols 
A 
D 
GO 
HO, H1, H2 
MACH 
PHIXM 
PHIZMO 
PHIZM1 
PHIZM2 
VN 
Tunnel he ig h t 
Tunnel breadth 
Axial disturbance velocities at 
Y + Z  = 0 produced by a Green's source 
in the ring at IX = -NX 
Upwash velocities at z = 0, y = 0, 
y = A/8 and y = A / 4  produced by the 
Green's source 
Mach number 
Tunnel centerline axial disturbance 
velocities produced by a distribution of 
normal velocities, VN, over a l l  panels 
Centerline upwash due to the VN 
distribution 
Upwash at z = 0 and y = A/8 
Upwash at z = 0 and y = A/4 
Difference of calculated wall free 
velocity ratios and wall streamline 
slopes 
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c 
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FROGRAM PHIXZH 
THIS PROGRkM COHPUTE S THE A X I A L  UELOCI TY INCREHENT 
AND THE UPYASH I N  THE HOML VICINITY CAUSED BV WALLS 
PHIXH I S  I t )  FOR FLOWS DOYNSTREAM~ANB PHIZH(UFWASH) 
IS (4) FOR INDUCED UPWARD FLOW A T  THE HODEL, 
RECTANGULAR TUNNEL IS ASSUM11 OF HE1GHT.A AND 
td1 @TH=@ 
<ELECT AN EUEtJll NUkEER OF PAWELS ON THE UERTICf l  
WCILL(NZ'1,PPRL HEIGHT IS THUS A / N Z * P M L  LENGTH IS 
;ET A T  AI"Z  ALSUt TUNMEL LENGTH IS SET BY NXI THE 
NUflBEk OF PAdELS FI-REUARD AND &FT OF THE ORIGIN, 
FANE? SIZE ON THE UALL. IS A/NZ BY A/NZ,SWARE! 
ON THE FLOOR I T  I S  A/NZ BY DiNY 
Q k M @ T L  -GLCILERT COMPRESS I BILTY CORRECTIONS ARE USED 
PPOGPclh RERLilRES AN INPUT FUNCTION UN REPRESENTING 
rtiE NORIAL VELOCITIES THAT MUST BE c A t a L E D  AT THE 
WALLS FOR ALL THE PANEL CENTER POSITIONS*THE UN ARRAY 
ChN BE CALCULATED FROn THE PROGRfM FHIMO OR FROM DATA 
COHPUTED FROfl AN AIRPL.ANE CODE L IKE THE BOPPE CODE OR 
OTHER SIMPLER REPRE SENT41 IONS 8 
NOTE! VALUES I N  THE D I M  STATEHENT A W E  CORRESPOND TO 
A SQUARE TUNNEL Y ITH li=209 SOHE '20' VALUES ARE THE LITER& 
EXTENT OF I IAGES (H, TAKEN BEFORE SIIEARIWG 
SOHE N S T  CHANGE UITH THE UlKUE SELECTED 
F3R Nl, 
PFIRAHETER (PI=3,14159) ' 
HEAL H N H  
lYPE 10 
FORMAT(lOX1'ENTER NX NZ M K H  A D AND H') 
READ(5r t )  NXI NZ1 MCHv A 1  RrH 
BETA=SQRI( 1-MACHSMH 1 
IZ2=N1/2 .o 
NY?+JINT (DtNZ2/AtO, 1) 
dY=NY2t2,00 
D Y  DZ=B/ ASNZ/NY 
NOU SET IIP THE COORDINATES OF THE PANELS, 
DO IX=-NXpNX 
END W 
wl IZ=l,NY2 
X (  I X  1 :IXtA/NZ/BETA 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SET UP SOHE COflHON REPEATING TERMS TO SAVE TIHE 
DO J Z = l  rNZ2tNY2 
YD=Y ( JZ) 
Y D2=YIl-A/4 
Y F 1 =Y DtA/8 
YP2.Y BtW4 
m= r D-A/O 
THE PRIHARY COMPUTATION BEGINS HERE 
30 KX=-NXrNZ2 
THESE CALCULATIONS BELOY GIVE VALUES FROM THE FIRST 
RING OF SOURCE PMELS AT IX=-NX 
XX=X(-NX )-X(KX) 
XS=XXtXX 
FIRST YE CALCULATE THE SHEARED SOURCES 
EE=A/PI/D/NZ/NZ/BETA 
on= ( d t  1 1 tD 
Hfl=(HtO+ 75) U S A  
Hf l2=(Ht0,25)$2tA 
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C 
c 
C 
c 
GS IS THE PHIX VALUES FROH THE SHEARED SOURCE 
IHAGES, 
HS IS THE PHIZ VALUES FROH THE SHEARB 
QQ=ALII/ (2SP ISEETASNZSNZ) 
TTT=( ?/TTl t2 /TT4)  SaQ 
RR=i 1/TT2t  1 /TT5 t  l / T T B t l / T T l l )  tQQ 
SS=( 1/TT3t1/TTbt1/TT9t1/TTi2)SW 
END DO 
END DO 
THE TERH DYDZ APPEARS KLOU TO ACCOUNT FOR THE 
DIFFERENCE I N  PANEL UIDTH IF ANY OF FLOOR AND YACL P M S  
GO( JZ-KY )=( GO ( JZv KX) tW)SDYDZ 
HO( JZ ?KX )=( HO( JZ r  KX) tHS)SDYDZ 
H1 ! JZ *KX )= (H i  ( JZ?  KX) tHS)SDYDZ 
H?( JZ r KX H2( J Z i  KX 1 tHS)SDYDZ 
END DO 
C 
C 
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TTT=( 2'TTlt2/TT4)SQO 
HR1= i 1 ,'TT2+ 1 /TT8 1 SQQ 
?fi2=iI/ TTSt1 /TT l l ) tQQ 
5S1=( l /TT3t l /TT9)SOO 
SS2=( 1 ~ I T b t l / T T 1 2 ) S Q P  
END DO 
END DO 
GO (JZI KX )=GO ( JZ PKX 1 tGS 
HO( JZIKX)=HO( JZpKX) tHS 
H i (  JZrKX)=Hl(JZFKX)tHS 
H2( JZ r KX )=H2( JZ I KX 1 tHS 
END DO 
END DO 
THIS COHPLETES THE CALCULATION FOR SOURCES LOCATED 
AT JX=-NX I N  THE LOUER HALF OF THE TUNNEL 
DO IXZ-NZ~INZ~ 
DO JXZ-NXI I X  
-39- 
END 
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APPENDIX B - AFMODL FORTRAN LISTING 
Primary Symbols 
A 
AR & ART 
C & CT 
CIRC & CIRCT 
CL 
DX 
DZXL 61 DZXU 
MACH 
S f  ST 
sv ,  SVT 
VN 
VNA 
VNS 
VNN 
WT, WTT 
XJ 
Tunnel height and breadth (assumed equal 
here 1 
Wing and tail aspect ratios 
Wing and tail chords 
Circulation of wing and tail vortices 
Lift coefficient 
Extension of panels downstream of NX 
X-wise slope of flexwalls 
Mach number 
w i n g  and t a i l  spans 
Wing and tail vortex spans (spacing) 
Computed wall-free normal velocities at 
panel centers due to test model 
Antisymmetrical component of VN 
Symmetrical component of VN 
Difference between wall-free normal 
velocities and wall-slopes due to 
flexing or boundary layer growth 
Wing and tail air foil thicknesses 
Location of Langley 0.3-meter TCT 
flexwall jacks 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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PROGRAM AFMOOL DE Et:. L . 
COMPUTES THE U K L -  FREE VELOCITIES(VN) NORMAL TO THE 
UALLS OF A SOUARE UIND TUNNEL OF AN AEDC MODEL 
ro BE USED IN A LANGLEY EXPERIMENTAL TEST. 
IT aLso COMPUTES THE RESIDUAL NORMAL VELOCITIES AFTER 
APPLICATION OF THE TRACOfi ALGORITHrlFOR BLOCKAGE(VNN) 
I T  PRINTS OUT k FILE  CALLED UNZERO~DATI THE YALL-FREE 
N R M L  UELOCITIESI FOR CORPARISON YITH THE VALUES FRON 
A NONLiNEPI! COPE SUCH AS ‘TUNCOR’* 
THIS PPOGRAn !hES WXt1 PLUS DX PANELS OVER THE LENGTH OF 
~ r i  Hc 1INl YUNNEL AND NwtNZ PAHELS AROUND 1HE HALF 
PERIMTER, TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF PANELS 
*CY VALUES rUST BE PUT I N T O  THE DINNSIUN STATEKNT 
fi;uo THE LII~I~S Y Y *  DX AND YZ 
THIS PROGRAM REPREStNTS THE HODEL BY TU0 SOURCES(B0DY) 
VEE L [ ~ - U O R T I C E S ( W I N G ~ T A I L  I F T )  AND tl- L I E  SOURCES 
(WINGtT4IL THIRNESS) ,BODY L I F T  BY LINE DOUBLETS 
I T  c5SSUhES THE CP IS LOCATED A T  THt ZERO POSITIOW OF THE 
% COORDINATES 
IHE UIWG IS ASSUkED TO CARRY 80% OF THE TOTAL L I F T  
XJ(IX) ARE THE 1/3 METER TUNNEL JACK LOCATIONS 
X ( I % ) Y Y ( I Z )  AND Z ( I Z )  ARE THE CENTERS OF THE PANELS 
c 
c 
I: AEIlC RODEL 
[HE TRACOR ALGORITHM IS APPLIED I N  THIS P R N R M  
THE NUHBERS BELOY ARE FIXED BY THE DIMNSIONS UF ME 
1 
1 
10 
C 
C 
P I R M E T E R  ( PI=3 141599 S=OI 106689 SU= ,08378639 AR=3r51 
D.0 I 03556 9C= I 060198 9 CT=O I 03556 I U f=t00722389WTT=,0042679 
ST= 055889 SVT= t 0438889 h=+ 339 A R T J  1429) 
REAL MACH 
FORMAT(lOX9’ENTER CL MACH NX NZ‘) 
r w  i o  
THE FOLLOYING RESULT FROM THE MDEL DIMNSIONS 
$RVC=-+33759 !LOCATION OF VORTEX IC/L InTEkSECTIOW(MTERS) 
W=XRUC/EETA 
XRIJ I =XRUTC/BETA 
1SL=-*10795 !LOCATION OF FOREWD SOURCE 
XST=O+ 1524 ! NETERSp SAME FOR THE REAR SOURCE 
fRUTC-0.0889 ! S A M  FOR THE TAIL 
TG=tS7735/EETA ! TANGENT OF THE STRETCHED SUEEPANGLE 
REAL SUEEP I S  30 DEGREES! 
TSZltTGtTG 
C 
c. 
DY=O 
Nl?=NZi2 
!iY=NZ 
W?=NY/2 
NOW SET UP THE COORDINATES OF THE POINTS AT WHICH 
VELOCITIES ARE TO BE CALCULATED, 
C ! R C = O ~ ~ S ~ L ~ S S S / ( S V ~ ~ R )  
ALPHbOtBSCL/( 3,2+ 1 755SMCHt tb )  ! I N  RADIAUS 
THIS ASSUHES AN APPROXIHATE MACH DEPENCENCE FOR CL/KPHA 
Q=UT 
QT=YTT 
CIRCT=e?SCLtSTtST/( SUTtART) !TAIL CIRCULATIOW 
DDQ=lt ,SSDSDSBETASBETA/ ( (XST-XSL )S(XST-XSL) 1 ! APPROX STRENGTH CORRECTOR 
DO IX=-NX * N X t  DX 
STRETCHED DISTANCES FRON FIELD POINT TO INTERSECTION OF C/L AND: 
XU=(XRUC-X(IX))/BETA ! YING VORTEX 
iL=iXRUC-C/4-Y( 1x1 )/BETA ! WlMG LEABING EDGE 
IT=(XRUCt3SC/4-X(IX) )/BETA ! WING TRAILING EDGE 
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iih I S  THE ARH LENGTH I:R(ifl THE POINT OF ROTATION OF 
THE HODEL IS DISPLACEI! UPUARDS BY A DISTANCE ALPHASRH 
IHE BALANCE/STING SYSTEH TO THE CP ORIGIN OF COORDS, 
fid=0.5ir12i~9 !riETERS 
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I 
L. 
I 1
1 
I 
I 
1:  
c 
1 
1 
c 
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i 
1: 
i 
! 
1 
t 
1.: 
C 
1 
1 
1: 
1 
! 
i 
UNS( I i i % ) = tD:DSDDDS( 2 ( I Z )  tALPHASRM) /16/EETAS( 1/( R7SSORT(R7) ) 
THESE 4FOUE ARE THE BODY SOURCE TERMS 
V N S  I Z 9 I X  i =tN ( i ( I Z ) t ALPHMRH )/PI/EETAS( ( TSSStXLSTG-Y ( I Z )  I /  (03SR4 1- 
-0 8 6 i i 168SSilRT(RB 1 ) ) 
TSfD/2tXLSTG-Y ( Ii) 1 / (Q3SR3 1 t ( TSSStXLSTGtY ( I Z )  ) / (04SR41)- 
! TSSDi2tXLITGtY ( I Z )  )/(Q4SR31 )-(TSSStXTtTG-Y ( I Z )  ) / (OJSRI) t  
i TSSW2tXTSTti-Y ( I Z )  ) / (QStRS)- (TSSStXTSTGtY( IZ)  ) / ( 0 6 t R 6 l ) t  
~ T S I D i ? t ~ T S T G t Y ( I Z ) ) / ( Q 6 r R S l )  )tUNS( IZI  1x1  
THESE WERE THE WING L I d E  SOURCE TERM 
'SNSi I! I IX )=RTS (Z ( IZ 1 tALYHMRH 1 / P I i E E T A t (  ( TSSSTtXLTtTG-Y ( I Z )  I /  
(R3TtR4T)-( TSSD/?tXl.TSTG-Y ( I Z )  )/(03TSR3T) t (TSSSTtXLTSTGtY ( I Z )  I /  
! ll4TSR4lT) - ( T S t b / 2 t  XLTSTGtY ( I Z )  ) / (  04TtR31T I - (  TSSSTSXTTSTG- 
Y ( IZ 1 1 / ([ISTSR6T) t (TSSD/2tXTTSTG-Y ( I Z )  )/(P5TSR5T)- 
iTStSTtXTTtTGtY ( I Z )  )/ (R6TSR61T) t ( TStD/2tXTTtTGtY ( I Z )  I /  
(Q671R51T) 1 tUNS( I Z t  T X  1 
lHESE MERE THE TAIL L INE SOURCE TERMS 
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VNA ( I ! I X I =UNCI ( I Z  I 1% ) -CIRCTi4/PIS(FTSTTTtFlTSTOTt (Y ( I Z )  -SUT) / 
1 
1 
' Z Z t  i Y i I Z  j-51.T )XS2 t f ( 1-( XUT+SUTSlG~/R2T)-( Y ( I Z )  tSUT) /  
( Z Z L ~  Y ( IZ) tSUT 1 Xt? ) t (  l-(XUTtSVTSTG)/R21T) ) 
1: WE kP@VE ;\RE THE TAIL UORTEX TERflS 
1- 
1 
! 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
I . I 
I: 
1 
1 
4: 
1 
1 
C 
c 
C 
VNA( I Z I !X )=UNA( I Z f I X 1 t C  I R C / V P I S (  Z( I Z 1 tALPHASRI0 t (TGS( 11-10 1 
- 1 c Zt ( Y ' I Z  ! -SU 1 XS21t ( 1-( X V t  S V t  TG )/R2) t 1/ (ZZ t ( Y ( I Z )  tSV)  882) 
X C  I-(%UtSUtTTJ!/R21)) 
THESE M E  THE TERMS FKOH THE SUEPT LINE VORTEX 
UNA ( I Z P I X  i= tCIHCT/4/PI  t ( Z ( I Z  1 tALPHAtRH )1( TGt ( TTT-TOT 1 -1/ 
i ?Z t i Y I Z  1 -SUT 1 LtZ)S( I-( XVTtSVTtTG)/RZT) t 1 / ( Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z )  tSVT) 
S i ? )  t (  l-(XUTtSUTtTG)/R212 1 )+UNA( IZ, 1x1 
THESE kRE FOR THE TAIL VORTEX SYSTEM 
END DO lCOHPLETE TUNNEL IS NOU DONE 
END BO 
YE NOY kPPLY THE TRACOR ALGORITM AND CONPUTE THE 
SHAPE OF THE UALL TO I LL In INATE BLOCKAGE, DZXL AND DZXU 
ARE I"€ SLOPES OF THE LOUER AND UPPER UALLSt 
DO IX=-NXfNX 
DO IZ=1 rNY2tNZ2 
END DO 
D7XL ( I X  )=DZXL ( IX) -UN( I2 I 1x1 /NY2 
W S  INTEGRATES THE NORNAL VELOCITIES OVER THE LOUER HALF 
OF THE TUNNEL AND DIVIDES BY THE LOUER WALL UIDTH 
110 I i z N Y 2 t N Z 2 t l  i N I t N Z  
DZXU( IX)=DZXU(IX)+UN(IZ,IX)/NY2 
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END DO 
C 
, 200 
?iO 
220 
230 
240 
I 24s 
i 250 
I 255 
I!O I I = l r N Y 2  
END DO 
!NN( I Z  * I Y =+VN( IZ I  1x1 tDZXL( I X )  
T-iIS CALCIJLATES THE RESIDUAL NORBAL VELOCITIES ON THE TUNNEL 
J a u  THAT BUST RE NEGATED BY THE GREEN'S SOURCES 
WE POU USE SIHPSONS RULE TO GET THE DISPLACEBENTS OF THE WALLS 
2L(-N%)=0 
Zi(-YXtL)=(BZXL(-NX)tDZXL(-NXtl))SA/NZ/2 
IU(-WX ,=o 
IU( -NW t 1 1 =( DZXU( -NX ) tDZXU( -NXt 1 J )M/NZ/2 
DO IX=-NXtZ,NX 
1 DZXL(1X)) 
1 DZXU ( I X  1 1 
ZL ( I X  )=ZL ( I X-2) tA/3/NZS( OZXL ( IX-2) t4 tDZXL ( IX-1)  t 
iU( I% )=ZU( IX-2) tA/3/NZS(DZXU( IX-2) t48DZXU(IX- l  It 
END 80 
OPEN( UNI 1 9  INAHE= ' ZDISPL *DAT ' I STATUS= 'NEW' 1 
URITE( 7 I 200 1 
URITE(79210) CLI BACH 
FORHAT( 10X~ ' e33 BETER TUNNEL AND AlRFORCE BODEL') 
FORHAT( ZOX, 'CL=' 9F4 6215x9 ' W H = ' F 4  e 2 )  
WRITE (79 220)  
FORMAT ( 10x9 ' I '9 8 x 9  ' ZL ( I ) ' 18x9 ' ZU( I) ' 1 
WRI 'E ( 7  9230) (I r ZL ( I) vZU( I) I I=-NXvWX) 
FORhAT( 7x1 I592E15 t5 )  
CLOSE ( 7 1 
OPEN(UNIT=l INME=' VNZERO #BAT ' I STATUS='NEW' ) 
URITE( 19240) 
FORMAT( 10Xr'WALL FREE N O R M  UELOCITIESiLOWER HALF') 
Y R I T E ( 1 ~ 2 4 5 )  CLI H K H i  NXv N2 
FORHAT 30x1 'CL=' 7F4 r 2 ~ 5 X 1  ' BACH=' 9F4 295x1 'NX= '1495x1 ' NZ= '14) 
DO IX=-NX,NX 
URITE ( 1 * 250) I X  9 ( UN( IZ,  I X  1 r I Z = l  9NY2tNZ2) 
FORBAT ( 2x1 I 3 d X  rPE13e4r/ 9 (7XtPE13e4) 1 
END DO 
WRITE ( 1 * 255) 
FORMT( 10x9 'UALLFREE NORML VELOCITIESdPPER HALF' 1 
DO IX=-NXINX 
URI TE( 1 * 250) I X  r (VN( IZ I  I X  1 I I Z = (  NY2 tNZ2 t l )  I (NY tNL 1 1 
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EN@ DO 
CLOSE ( 1 I 
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APPENDIX C - NONLVN FORTRAN LISTING 
Primary Symbols 
A 
AR & ART 
C & CT 
CIRC & CIRCT 
CL 
DX 
DZXL & DZXU 
MACH 
S, ST 
SV, SVT 
VN 
VNA 
VNS 
VNN 
WT, WTT 
XJ 
VNZERO 
Tunnel height and breadth (assumed equal 
here) 
Wing and tail aspect ratios 
Wing and tail chords 
Circulation of wing and tail vortices 
Lift coefficient 
Extension of panels downstream of NX 
X-wise slope of flex walls 
Mach number 
Wing and tail spans 
Wing and tail vortex spans (spacing) 
Computed wall-free normal velocities at 
panel centers due to test model 
Antisymmetrical component of VN 
Symmetrical component of VN 
Difference between wall-free normal 
velocities and wall-slopes due to 
flexing or boundary layer growth 
Wing and tail airfoil thicknesses 
Location of Langley 0.3-meter TCT 
flexwall jacks 
Wall-free normal velocities at panel 
centers from nonlinear flow computation 
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PROGRAi'l HONLVN 
.ORIGINAL PACE 13 
L?& ROOR QUALITY 
10 
C 
C 
C 
THIS FROGRAH COMPUTES THE UALL SHAFES FOR THE O b 3  METER 
TUNNEL WITH THE USE OF A NONLINEAR CODE SUCH AS TUNCOR 
THAT PROUIBIES THE WALL-FREE NORMAL VELOCITIES I N  R F I L E  
CALLED VNZERONL,DAT, TYE VALUES ARE COMF'UTED t OR 
A MODEL SHAPE AND L I F l  COEFFICIENT, COMPAR[S@HS 
OF RESULTS UITH TEST IMTA SHOULD BE hADE bT THE 
SAHE L I F T  COEFFICIENT1 
THIS PROGRAH USES 2SNXt1 PLUS I I X  F'AWELS OVER W E  LENGTH OF 
THE UIND TUNNEL AND NYtNZ PANELS ARJUND THE H4LF 
NEW VALUES HAY BE NEEIlED I N  THE DIMENSJOI~ STc\TEkENT 
PERIHETER, TO INCREASE THE NUiIEEfc OF ?ANELS 
AND THE L I H I T S  NXI DX AND NZ 6 
RERL HACH 
TYPE 10 
FORMAT(IOXI'ENTER CL HACH NX N Z ' )  
READ(5rt)  CLF MACH, NXI NZ 
PETA=SRRT( 1-hACHtBACHl 
DX=O 
NZ2=NZ/2 
NY=NZ 
NY2=NY /2 
NOY SE' UP THE COORDINATES OF THE POINTS A T  WHICH 
VELOCITIES ARE TO IK CALCULATED, 
DO I Z = l ? N Z 2  
Z( IZ)=A/2  
Y (  I Z )  =A/NZS( I Z - 0  * 5) 
END w 
DO IZZNZ2t1  iNY2tNZ 
Y ( 17 1=a/2 
Z ( I2 )=A/NZt (NZtOt5- I  Z 1 
END DO 
DO IZ=NZtNY?tlvNZtNY 
Z( I Z )  =-A/? 
Y ( I Z  )=(NZtNYt0,5-12 ) t A i N Z  
END DO 
110 IX=-NX,NXtDX 
END DO 
X(IX)=A/NZtIX I ALL MIENSIONS FOR PANEL CENTERS 
UE NOU APPLY THE TRACOR ALGORITHH AND COifPUTE THE 
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C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
I 200 
~ 210 
220 
230 
I 
1 
1 
SHAPE OF THE NALL TO ILLIHINATE BLOCKAGE. tCXL PND BZXU 
ARE THE SLOPES 2F THE LOUER AND UFFER WALLS. 
00 IX=-NXtNX 
DO IZ4rNY2tNZ2 
END DO 
NXL( IX 1 =DZXL( IX )-UNZERO( I7 I IX)/NY 2 
THIS INTEGRATES THE NORMAL UEL?CITIES OVER THE LOWER HALF 
OF THE TUNNEL AND DIVIDES EY THE LONER UALL UIDTH 
00 IZ=NY2tNZ?tl rNYtN7 I UPPER HALF 
END DO 
DZXU( IX)=DZXU( IX) tUNZERO( I2 9 IX) /NY 2 
DO IZ=lrNY2 
END DO 
W N (  IZI IX)=tUNZERO( IZI 1x1 tDZI(L( IX) 
DO IZ=NY?tl yNY2tNZ 
END DO 
UNN ( I2 I I X )=tUNZERO( IZI IX I 
DO IZ=NYZ+NZti 9NYfNt 
END DO 
END DO 
UNN( IZI IX )=tWiERO( 12 I 1x1 -DZXU( 1X) 
THIS CAlCULillES THE RESIDUAL NORHIK VELOCITIES ON THE T U M E L  
UALL THAT M S T  BE MGATED 31 TI-IE GREEN'S SOURCES 
WE NOU USE SIHPSONS RULE TO GET THE IiISPLACEMENTS OF THE UALLS 
ZL(-NX)=O 
ZL(-NXt 1 )=(DZXL(-NX) tDZXL(-NXt 1 I )Sk/NZ2 
ZU( -NX =O 
ZU(-NXt 1 )=(DZXU(-NX) tDZXU( -NXt 1) ) t A i N Z ?  
DO IX=-NXt2rNX 
DZXl(1X)) 
DZXUUX)) 
ZL IXI=ZL( IX -2 )  tA/3/NZS(DZXL ( IX-2) t4tDZXL i IX- 1 It 
ZU( IX 1 =ZU( IX-2 1 tA/3/NZ# (DZXU ( IX-2 1 t4tDZXU( IX-1) t 
END BO 
OPEN(UNIT=?rNA~='ZDISFL,~T' I STATUSs'NEU' 1 
URITE( 71200) 
WR1TE(71210) CLI HKH 
FORHAT(IOXI 't33 HETER TUNNEL kNB kIRFORCE HODEL') 
FORHAT ( 20X I 'CL='  IF^ 2, SX I 'MCHZ'F 4 2 1 
MITE( 7 I 220 1 
FORHAT ( 10x1 'I '18x r 'ZL ( I) ' 18x1 'ZU( I) ' 1 
URIlE(71230) ( I IZLC I) I ZU( I) I I=-NXINX) 
CLOSE ( 7) 
FORHAT( 7x1 151 2E15 ,SI 
~ 
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CLOSE(2) 
END 
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APPENDIX D - JACK - DISPL ANALYSIS AND FORTRAN LISTING 
Determination of Wind Tunnel Wall Displacements 
In this Appendix, we outline the analysis upon which the 
wall displacement program JACK - DISPL is based. The two primary 
outputs of this program are the displacements of both the floor 
and ceiling jacks needed to relieve the blockage and an 
estimated residual interference velocity normal to the floor and 
ceiling. This is then used as an input to the routine PHIXZM to 
estimate residual flow distortion at the model. 
The starting point is the basic relation adopted for 
relating the streamwise slope of the wind tunnel flexible wall 
(here floor and ceiling) to the wall-free normal velocities 
induced by the model. Thus for unit free stream velocity 
where vn = Inflow velocity due to model normalized on free 
stream velocity. 
to be positive outward); w is a function of x and y. 
tunnel cross section at each streamwise station x .  
w = Wall displacement from flat initial position (taken 
da. = Differential length along the perimeter S of the 
x = Streamwise position along wall: x = 0 is taken here 
as being located at the beginning of the flexible 
wall. 
y = Spanwise coordinate; y = 0 is located at center of 
flexible wall of total span b. 
The integration on the left hand side of (D.1) is performed over 
the half perimeter symbolically denoted S/2. When considering 
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deflection of the floor, the S/2 is taken as the lower half of 
the tunnel; S/2 is taken over the upper half of the tunnel to 
determine flexure of the ceiling. This is the application of 
the Tracor Blockage Algorithm to the problem. 
We define a spanwise integrated displacement as 
w*(x) = !-b,l2 / w(x,y) dy = 2 j:'* w(x,y) dy ( D . 2 )  
and the integrated normal velocity as 
V * ( X )  = vn d f  * 
combining (D.l - D.3) and rearranging, 
(D.3) 
Thus the spanwise integrated wall displacements have been 
expressed in terms of the input wall-free velocities normal to 
the tunnel walls. 
We now relate these values of w* to adjustments that are 
obtainable with a given single streamwise series of jacks that 
are located on the floor and ceiling at y = 0. To do this, we 
will model each flexible wall as a simply supported rectangular 
plate subjected to a concentrated ("point") load at each jack 
location. Inspection of ( D . 5 )  shows that it is not the load, 
but the displacements that are important. Thus we seek the 
displacement at each jack location, w(y = 01,  that enables the 
resulting plate shape to satisfy ( D . 5 ) .  Loads will be employed 
only as intermediate variables used to obtain displacements. 
The actual loads needed for a given displacement depend strongly 
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on the details of the plate construction - stiffness, thickness, 
ribbing, etc. No attempt is made to calculate actual loads as 
they are not needed. 
The solution for the displacement of a simply supported 
rectangular plate of length a and width b subjected to a point 
load P at (x,y) = ( r , O )  is given in Reference 14 for y - > 0 as 
m a 1 { [ (l+am tanh am) sinh ( (b-2y) 1 Pa2 
2 n 3 ~  m=l 
w(x,ytc) = - 
rb a = m -  m 2a . ( D . 6 )  
Here, D is the plate flexural rigidity. We can define a 
dimensionless displacement due to a load of unit force as 
where the summation expression is the same as in ( D . 6 ) .  
Since the differential equation whose solution is given by 
( D . 6 )  is linear, we can superpose solutions. Thus the displace- 
ment due to a series of loads Pi = P(x = c i )  can be 
expressed 
A 
w(x,y) = 1 Pi w (X,YtCi) ( D . 8 )  
i 
where 
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- P. 1 a2 
I Pi = -D 
a normalized load that has units of length. 
( D . 9 )  
If w is evaluated at a finite number of discrete points (xj, 
Yk)r relation ( D . 8 )  represents a set of linear algebraic 
equations, 
w(xj,yk) .I= 1 4 (Xj,Yk;ci) Pi , (D.10) 
i 
or in matrix notation, 
w is a column vector whose. elements are arranged in the order 
Its length is Nj Nk where Nj and Nk are the total 
number of discrete x and y locations, respectively, of interest. 
- P is a column vector of length Nit the total number of 
concentrated loads. 
Nk and width Ni. It should be noted that in general, the 
locations {Xj} and { r i )  need not be the same. 
- w is a rectangular matrix of length Nj 
If the integration of ( D . 2 )  is applied to ( D . 6 1 ,  another 
matrix equation is similarly found 
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- 
where - P is as previously defined, - w* is of length Nj, and - ;* 
is of size Nj by Ni. 
quantities analogous to those of (D.11). 
The "*" denotes spanwise integrated 
The slope of the flexible walls, aw/ax (x,y), is found by 
differentiating (D.10) leading to an analog of (D.11): 
- 
A " 
w = w  P (D.13) -x -x - 
where the elements of wx are - aw/ax. - The expressions for the 
analytically integrating or differentiating the elements of - & 
A 
elements of the matrices - ;* and - wx have been obtained by - 
g i v e n  by ( D . 6 , D . 7 ) .  
The algorithm implemented in JACK - DISPL and its subroutines 
is now outlined. Calculations are repeated for the floor and 
ceiling. 
1. Using as input the normal velocities in free air at the 
wall locations, epxression (D.3) is calculated at each jack 
location by a Simpson's integration. 
2. w* is found at each jack location using a trapezoidal 
integration of (D.5). 
3. The elements of the various matrices in (D.11 - D.13) 
are calculated using expressions (D.6,D.7) and the appropriate 
integrated and differentiated forms of (D.6,D.7) defined above. 
The infinite series is truncated at, typically, 150 terms. 
Numerical experimentation has shown this to be well converged. 
Simplified expressions for the hyperbolic functions are used 
where appropriate for large arguments. 
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4 .  - 6 is obtained from (D.12) using - w* from (D.5) and IMSL 
Subroutine "LEQTZF". 
5. The needed displacements at the jack locations are 
determined from (D.11) with (xj,yk) = (xjack,O). 
Displacements at other locations can be similarly evaluated, 
6. The "residual" or adjusted normal velocities are 
calculated using (D.1311, and the expression (based on the 
original normal velocities and the effect of the sloping walls): 
'n,residual 
+ (D.14) 
In general, the signs of the two right hand terms will be 
opposite such that the new "residual" Vn will be much less 
than the original. 
Fortran Listings 
Listings for the programs JACK DISPL and AFMODLJ follow. 
AFMODW is a modified version of AFMODL that provides the input 
wall-free normal velocities at the panel and jack locations of 
JACK - DISPL. 
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PROGRAH JACK-DISFL 
C 
C 
C 
C 
i 
C 
i 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
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C 
C 
I C 
I C 
C 
C 
~ 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
THIS PROGRAM READS THE DATA F I L E  EVNJ,DATl FOR THE LOCATION OF THE JACKS 
I N  THE WIND TUNNEL AND THE MGNITUDES OF THE NORMAL VELOCI?IES TO BE USED 
FOR CALCULATING THE JACK DISPLkCEHENT NEEDED Ti) RELIEVE THE EXCESS llUTWARD 
FLOU I N  THE TUNNEL. 
THE DATA F ILE  [VNO.IIATl I S  THEN READ FOR THE DIMENSIONS OF THE WIND 
TUNNEL, TtiE NUHBER OF PANELS IN THE X I  Y ,  8 2 
INATIONS PF THE CENTER OF THE PANELS I N  THE r( L ' DIRECTIC'Ni THE UIDT"; 
OF TI;€ PANELS :N TYE Y t 1 DI?ECTIONS, AWD THE flAl3NITIJ3E Oc THE NORML 
DIRECTIONS Gi41 THE 
VELOCITIES A r  THE PANEL CENTERS ZN THE FLOOR Arcri CEILING, 
THE FROGRAH THEN CALLS THE SlJEROllTINE 'SIHF'CiON' TO INTEGRATE THE ;JORiML 
LOCATIOII  USING SIHPSON'S INTEGRATION hETNXl, THE SUEROUTINE ' l i i rTRI  I'  fS 
THEN CALLED 70 CALCULATE THE HAIRICE': FOR THE I N I T  PO1147 LOAD DiSPLNXhEATI 
UNIT POINT LOAD DISPLACEilENT C!iFiPENT:4?EIl 41TH RESPECT :O % 4FcB 1:rrEGkATED 
WITH RESPECT TO Y USING k SUH I IW kl ;NF:tdITF: SFklES 
TRUNCATING THE CALCULATION AFTER ?HE FUt(CTI$i.(S ARE D C T E P ~ ~ I I ~ E D  10 HAVE 
INTEGRATION ARE USED TOGETHER Tr! CALdILATE THE HOkhACIiED LOA0 41 EACH JCICF. 
UELOCITIES FOR THE LOWER 9ALF PND UPPER HC\LF CF THE TUNNEL A T  EACH .JACK 
THE UNIT POINT LOAD DISPL.PCEHENT ilIFFEREkTIATED U [ r H  RESPECT TJ ? *  A N D  TKE 
CONVERGED, THE RESULTS OF THE SIHPSON INTEOK'ATIDN ANI: [JFIt i ITE SERIES 
LOCATION USING THE IMSL SUEROUTINE 'LEBT2F'b USING THE NORMLI2ED LOAt lSn 
THE ACTUAL DISPLACE~IENT OF THE JACKS IN TI'E FINN Adti CEILIA;F OF rHE SJrril 
TUNNEL ARE CALCULATED USING MATRIX WLTIPLICATION, THE PR06RM THEN 
CALCULATES THE RESIDUAL FLOU SASED ON THE DIFFERENCE EET'JEEN Ai:TUAL 
HEASUREhENTS OR THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS AN3 THE CkLCULATED VFL'JES FiiOi THIS 
PROGRAH e 
THE ASSUMPTIONS OF THIS PROGRAM ARE CIS FOLLCUS: 
1) THE TUNNEL I S  SflU4RE AND THE NUflBER OF PWELS I N  IHE 
Y-DIRECTON IS THE 5AHE AS I N  THE 2-DlRECfIOMc SND THAT 
DELTA-Y = DELTA-Z 
2)  THE NORHAL UELCCITIES ARE POSITIVE UHEN THEY FLOU INTO THE 
TUNNEL9 A M  THEY ARE LOCATED AT TEE CENTER OF THE PAPEL, 
3)  THE DEFORMATIONS OF THE FLOOR AND ZEILING OF THE TUNNEL ARE 
S M L L  AND CAN BE TREATED AS LI?IEAR* 
4 )  THE JACKS L I E  ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF :HE rilNNEL i r  = 0) 
AND THE x POSITIONS OF THE CEILIJG JACKS ME THE SAM as T~E 
FLOOR JACKS t 
THE FOLLOUING VARIABLES ARE USED I N  THE PROGRAM: 
DELTA-Y = REAL! YIDTH OF PANEL I N  Y DIRECTION 
DELTA-Z = REAL1 UIDTH OF PANEL I N  Z DIRECTION 
DISPL-LO = REAL? ACTUAL DISPLACEHEYT OF THE LOWER JACK'S AS CALCULATEtI 
DISPL-UO = REAL9 CICTUAL DISPLACEHENT OF THE UPCER JACkS AS CALCULATED 
DUMHY = CHARACTER, USED TO READ COHMENT L I k t S  IN THE ICF'UT e ILE  
IA = IWTEGERr I N I T I A L  DIHENSION SIZE OF ?YE INTEGRAII3N n A T & I X  U-INTEGO 
I B  = INTEGER9 SPECIFIES THE ACCURirCY OF THE ELEHENTS I N  THE hATkICES 
RY HATRIX WLTIPLICATION 
BY HATRIX HULTIPLICATION 
SENT TO THE IHSL SUBROUTIX FOR AN ACCURACY CHECK 
IB = o INDICATES THAT AN ACCURACY CHECK is NOT u a m  
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
E 
C 
c 
c 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
IER = INTEGER? OUTPUT FROH IZiSL 'SUBROUTINE WHICH 191 !X l ICBIE AN ERROR ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY IER = 129 INDICATES AN ALGORITHMCALLY *!ItiGULAR ,%iRiX 
IER = 34 INDICATES THE ?ESUL?S FAILED At4 XCIJFFCv :';ST 
IZ = INTEGER, COIEINED NUHEEH OF PANELS IN WE LMF~ IIR IIPPEK HPLF -F 
THE TUNNEL I N  THE COHRINED f 8 I D : F E P T I O ~ S I  LEE5 AS AN 
INDEX NUMBER 
N = INTEGER, NUHBER OF COLUHNS I N  THE ElATHIX ESTARISHiD I N  T H  ! I W S O N  
NX = INTEGER? NUHEER OF PANELS I N  THE Y-DIRECTION 
NXSI = INTEGER! NUHBER OF JACKS IN THE TUNNEL 
NY = INTEGER! NUHEER OF PANELS I N  TYE Y-DIRECTION 
NZ = INTEGER? NUHEER OF PANELS I N  THE 2-DIRECTION 
RESIB-Li Y 1 = REAL!?-D? RESIDUAL FLOY AFTER SHAPING FLUOR 
RESID-U( p i  = REALrZ-D, RESIDUAL FLOW AFTER SHAPIdG CEILING 
RLENGTH = REAL* LENGTH OF MIND VJNYEL 
SIttS-L( 1 = REAL, IN IT IALLY IHE INTEGRAYED DISPLACEHENT ( 1ST :NTEGRATED 
ONLY SPANUISEq THEtf ALSO STTK'FARYISE) A T  EACH JPCK FRO8 
THE SIHPSON SUBROU'IiJE FOR THE FLOOR? AFYER IT RETURNS 
FROH THE IHSL SUBROUT!YE :T IS TtlE dORIIPLIZED LOAD AT 
EACH JACK 
SIHS-U( 1 = REAL* INIT IALLY THE INTEGRATED BISPLACEhE.UT 8 ;ST IN7EGRkTE3 
ONLY SPAKWISE- THEN ALSO STTREAHYISEJ AT EACH J4Ch FROH 
THE SIHPSON 'SUBROUTINE FOR THE CEILING, AFTER RETUPHING 
FROH THE IHSL SUBROUTINE I T  IS THE NORMLIZEO L3AD A T  
EACH JACK 
SUBROUTINE 
U,INF=REAL, THE FREESTREAH VELOCITY IN THE WIND TUNNEL 
UNJ(r)  = REAL, 2 4 1  THE NORHAI. VELOCITY A T  THE FANEL POSITIONS A I  THE 
JACKS 
UNO(,) = REAL? 2 4 ,  THE NORM. VELOCITY AT THE FANEL POSITIONS OW FLOOR 
AND CEILING 
U-DIFF( I Y 1 = REAL, 3 4 9  POINT LOAD DISPLACEHENT DIFFERENTIATED UITH 
U,DISP-L( P 1 = FEAL! 2-DP POINT LOAB DISPLACEHENT CALCULATED EY 'ItJFINITE 
Y-DISP-U( = REAL? 2 4 9  FOINT LOAD DISFLACEHENT CALCULATED BY ' INFINITE 
RESPECT TO X ?  CALCULATEb BY ' INFINITE SERIES' 
SERIES' 
SERIES' 
YSTARL(?)  = REAL! :-rip SPAN INTEGRATED i iATRIXr  LOUER 
WSTARU(r1 = REAL, 2-Dv SPAN INTEGRATED tlATRIXi UPPER 
YORKSPACEO = REAL, DIHENSIONED UORK SPACE FOR THE IYSL SUBROUTINE 
UX,L(,) = REAL,?-DI SLOPE OF FLOOR OF UIND TUNNEL 
Y X A (  v 1 = REALI?-DI SLOPE OF CEILING OF WIND TUi4NEL 
X-LOCO = REAL? LOCATION OF CENTER OF FANEL FRfM THE l?: IdCH POINT 
XS-LOCO = REAL, X-LOCATION OF NORHAL VELOCITIES USEG TO CALCULATE USTAR 
XSI-LOCO = REAL, LOCATION OF JACK I N  X-DIRECTION RELATIVE TO THE 
Y-LOCO = REAL? LOCATION OF CENTER OF PANEL I N  Y-DIKECTIQN RELATI':E TI) 
112 INCH POINT 
CENTER OF TUNNEL 
I i l P L I C I T  REAL (A-HIO-Z) 
IHPLICIT  INTEGER (I-N) 
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CWL GETCPU( WTIHEl i 
C SET XS=XSI TO USE N O R M  L';ITJC!?IES AT JACK LOCATIONS 
DO I = l * N X S I  
XS,LOC( I )=YSl ..LJC{ I i 
END DO 
ORIGINAL Ir'lti<J-;": rs 
OF POOR QUALITX 
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CALL HATRIXiNXSI !NX!NY 7 RLEIG7ilr WIDTH; 
C The r a t r i c e s  have been calculated imd the norod! ;e ioc i t ies  have > c q ,  
C Intefratedr the norral i ied load a t  each Jack is calclJlated below IJSlTS 
C the IHSL subroutine fLEQT2Fl t o  solu~ the natri,: e e u t i o n  f c ?  X 
C A X = E  
C h e r e  A = the  matrix of  ?he Point load disPlacerent integrated urt Y 
c 
c 
C 
X = the  unhoun norraiized load vector 
E = the normal ve loc i t ies  int,edrated over the r s r i r e t e r  usin9 
Simpson's rule  3rd spanwse using the t ramioiod  rule  
N=l 
IER=3 
IA=40 
IB=5 
C Callinf ItiSL subroutine t.o s i v e  f o r  the normaliied load vector fur iouer 
C half of  tunnel 
CALL LEQTZF ( WSTARLI NI NXSI I IAI SIHS-LJ IBa UORKSFACE 9 IER) 
PRINTS* ' IER =' 9 IER 
PRINTS! '18 ='!IB ! calculat ions ape o,k, 
IER=3 ! reset  e r ror  flasr for next c a i c u l a t i m  
IE=5 
! P r i r l t  e r ror  Clad t o  see i f  
C Cal l ins  IHSL subroutine t o  solve for the normalized load vector ?or t.he 
C upper half of  tunnel 
CALL LEQTZF ( YSTARUI NI NXSI I A I SIHS-UI IH ? UORKSPACE t IER 1 
PRINTSr'IER ='rIER I Print. e r ror  f l a g  t o  see i f  calculat ions a re  ok 
C The var iables  SIHS,UO?SIHS-LO are  nou the  mrmliied load vectors for the 
C jacks 
PRINTS? 'IB =',IE 
OPEN( 3rNAHE='LDABS ' I STATW'NEU' 1 
MRITE(3Ifj' JACK FLJOR !EILIIYG' 
WRIT€( 31 $ 1  ' LOCATION LOADS LOADS' 
BO I=lrNXSI 
END DO 
WRITE(~P~)%SI-LOC(I~ *SIHI i_LI  11 ! S I i S - U (  I) 
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OPEN( 3 r NAHE='DI SPL ' I STATUS= ' NEY ' 1 
URITE(~IS)' JACK FLOOR CEILING ' 
URITE(3*S)' LOCATION BISPLACEMNI DISPLXEMNT ' 
C Calculate the  sdift'erentiated rabrir { u a l l  ;lope) natri% rultiP!icetion 
OPEN 3 I NAME=' DUX-L ' 9 STATUS=' HEU' ' 
OPEN(4 INAHE='DUX-U ' P STATUS= ' NEY ' i 
DO I=lINX 
B@ J=l r NY -2 
DO K=ldXSI 
UX,L( I I J)=UX-L ( I *  J )  tiJ-I:IiF( 1 9  JIK )SSIflS,L ( K )  
UX,M I I J)=UX-U ( I I J) +U,DIFF i 1 1  J*Kl fSIflS-Ui K i  
END no 
END DO 
WRITE( 31 $1 { WX,L( I I J) I J=l  I NY 2 )  
URITE(~~S)(W%-U(IIJ)! J=lrNY,2' 
END DO 
CLOSE ( 3 1 
CLOSE (4 ) 
C Calculat ins  the  residual normal v e l o c i t i e s  fw eJch m e 1  on the floor 
C and c e i l i n g  of  the  uind tunnel 
DO J=l rNY-2 
DO I=lrNX 
RESID-L i I r J!=U,iNFSUX,L ( I I J) tWO( I * J! 
JX=IZt 1 - J 
RESID-U( I I J)=U- INFSWX-U i I J) t V N W  I I JX) 
END DO 
END DO 
OPEN (2 I NAME= ' RES1 DUAL-U ' I STATUS='NEU ' i 
OPEN(~INAHE~'RESIDULL' rSTATUS='dEU' ) 
C Yri te  t h e  r e s i d u a l s  to f i l e  [residual,u,datJ and [residual-l ,datI 
DO I=lrNX 
URITE (?r t 1 (RESID-U( I r J 1 I J=l r NY -2  
URITE ( 3  I $1 (RESID,L( I IK 1 I K = l  H Y  -2) 
END DO 
CLOSE(2) 
CLOSE ( 3 ) 
C Create data for  fHIYZM,FOR Protram 
DO I=lrNY,? 
DO J=1* YX 
fHIWil( I IJ!=RESID-L( JI i 1 
ENB nn 
END DO 
O'RPGINAL PAGE IS 
OE POOR QUAWTY, 
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M3 I = N Y 2 t N Z t l ? N Y t N i  
DO J=l IN% 
K = I Z t  1 -I 
PH I NDP r ( I t J ) = fi F 5 1 D -U J I i 
END fit 
END DO 
CALL GETCPU!NTIME21 
TIHE=(NTIflE2-NTIflEl) /1GC I 
NMIN=INT( TIME/60* 1 
NSEC=INT (AflOB ( TIHEI 60. '1 1 
PRINT ' i A ?  1 3 4  13r A 1 ' * 'CPU R'JN TIhE = ' q Nh I N  * ' H IN.iTES ' !NSEC, ' SEC 
10NDS' 
END 
2000 STOP 'EXITING FROGRAM' 
SUBROUTINE MATRIX < NXSI I NX I NY I PLENGTH I UIDTH) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PATRICES FOR 'HE DISPLACE~E~JTI THE 
C DISPLACEKNT DIFFERENTIATED UITH RESFECT TD X q  AND THE F t W Y I S E  
C 
C CALCULATIONS ARE DEFINED BELOW: 
C INTiGRATED DISFLACEHEHT. THE CALCULA'f D VALUES WE STORED 
I N  A COMMON BLOCK LABELED 'U-flATS'r GND THE VARIABLES !ISED IN THE 
C THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE USED I N  THE FROGRAH: 
C X-LOCO = THE X - DISTANCE AI.O#G THE LENGTH OF THE U!ND 'UNNEL 
C Y-LOCO = THE Y - DISTANCE ALONG THE UiDTH OF THE TUNYEL iFRCM CENTER) 
C NX = THE NUHBER OF X LOCATIONS 10 BE USED FOR CALCULATION 
C NXSI = THE NUHPER OF XSI  (JACK) LOCATIONS TO RE USED FOR CALCULATIONS 
C NY = THE NUHBER OF Y LOCATIONS TO BE UXED FOR THE CALCULATION 
C XSI-LOCO = LOCATION OF THE JkCkS ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE UIND TUNNEL 
C RLENGTH = T O T K  LENGTH OF THE WIHD TUNNEL 
C YIDTH = TOTAL WIDTH OF THE UIND TUNNEL 
C W-DISP-L( I 1 ELEHENT I N  THE 2 4  DISPLACEHENT HATRU 
C W,DISF-U(r) = ELEHENT I N  THE 2-11 DISPLACEPENT M T R I X  
C U,INTEG(r I = ELEHENT I N  THE 2-11 INTEGRATE[I LOWER HAT:Ii 
C U,DIFF( I i = ELEKNT I N  THE 2-D D1FFEF:ENT;ATED HATRIX 
C 
C WHERE: 
C t i  = INDEXING VALUE FOR THE INFINITE SUH 
C B = A PELATIUE Y - f:ISTANCE BETUEEN 0 and 1 
ALPHA-fl = PARMETER USED I N  CALCULATING THE M O V E  
C = HSFISIUIDTH/ (RLENGTHt2. ) 
C PI = 3,41532654 
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INPLICIT REAL (A-HP0-Z; 
IMPLICIT INTEGER i I - N j  
PARAHETER (F1.3 14 1592554 ) 
CONST=PISYIBTH,'(; tRLENGTHi 
OPEN ( 3  r NAME= ' DISP-HAT . P STATUS=' r W  i 
C C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  the d i s p l a c e n c n t  r a t r i x  f o l l o u s  brlou 
FACTOR=?,SP ISSS 
DO I = l r N X S I  
DO J=l I NXS I 
DO H=11150 
ALPHA,tl=MCONST 
U1=( ! 1 e )ALPHA-nSTCINH(ALPHA,~ 1 )I  IANH(ALPH6-M )-kLPHk,N!t 
1 
2 ,'HSf3 
SIN!HlPItXSi-LOC( J)/RLEMTH) CSIN(NSPISXS1,LOCt I )/FLEYGTHi 
Y-DISPL I I jr=U,DISC'L i I I J )  tW1 
C AN AVERAGING OF THE LAST TERM OF THE SERIES IS EiROYED FOR SHOOTHING 
TlO=T9 
19=T8 
TB=T7 
T7=!15 
Tb=T5 
T5='4 
14=:3 
T3-f? 
12-71 
T I  ~ k D I S P L ( 1 r  J) 
END DO 
100 Y-DISPL i ! 9 J 1=(TltT2tT3tT4tT5tT6tT7tTStT9tTlO)/( 10, IFACTOR) 
END DO 
YRITE(3r;C) (U,DISPL( 11 Jl 7 i=! r NXSI 1 
END DO 
CLOSE ( 3 1 
PRINTS, 'DISPLACEMENT HATRIX IS CALCULATED' 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
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END I F  
W-DIFF ( I I JI K)=U-DIFF( I I J *K 1 tu2 
END DO 
200 W-DIFF I I J, K )=Y-DIFF( I: I JIK)/FACTOR 
END DO 
END DO 
PRINTS91 
ENB DO 
P R I N T t i  'DIFFERENTIATED EIATRIX IS CALCULATED' 
DEPTGINAL PAGE IS 
K)F: POOR QIIAT,ITY 
CSSS Debuddind Diagnostics 
DO I = I r N X S I  
END DO 
CLOSE ( 2 ) 
WRITE(~IS) I  I XSLLOC(1) IXS,LOC(I) 
PRINTSi "USTAR 1ATRIX IS CALCULATED' 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SINPSON(NXS1 *NY ~~Z*DELTA,Y1DEL!A,Z) 
I f l P L I C I T  REAL rA-H*O-Z j  
I H P L I C I T  INTEGER i I -N)  
INTEGER START 
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DIHENSION UINTXU(40) tUiNTXL! 40)  
C CHECK TO SEE DELTA2 AND DELTA-Y AF'E IHE SAWEI I F  THEY AREr %E SIHFSCNs3 
C INTEGRATION AROUND 121 IF NOT, INTEGRATE EACH SEGMENT OF NY AND Y i  SEPEMTLY 
IF(AES(DEL1A-Y-DELTA-Z~ .GT. ,401 )GOTO 103 
C S S t S X S t t S S S S ? S S t t t S r S S t t t t S S S t S S t t t ( l t t  I t J # t t t ~ t r L I t t f t S S l t t t l t t t l t t t t t  
C THIS PORTION IS FOR EQUAL P M E L  YIDTHS I N  THE I AWD Z XRECTIONS 
C CHECK TO SEE IF NY IS ODD OR EVEN FOR THE fiPPROFRIATE EX1 CGRREZliCEiS 
IF (HOD! HY I 2 i t NE e 0  1 THEN 
NY FLAG= 1 
I Z=NY tNZt 1 
IZ-2.1 2/2 
NYFLAG=O 
I Z W  t N i  
1 Z-?=I z/2 
ELSE 
END I F  
C SIHPSON'S INTEGRATION RUUTINf FOR DELTA-2 = DELTA-Y 
DO KX=lrNXSI EACH X LOCATION 
START=2 
C CHECK FOR ODD OR EVEN INTECUALi I F  ODDI APPL'I SIMPSON'S 318 RULE 
C FOR THE FIRST FOUR POINTS 
1 
C START OF 
1 
SIHPSON'S INTEGRATION FJP EVEN INTERUCtLS 
IF( nOD( STARTI 2)  HE $0  ITHEN 
IEOFLAG=l 
ELSE 
IEOFLAG=O 
END If 
BO KZ=STARTIIZ-~-I 
IF(t lOD(KZt 2 1 t EO t OITHEN 
If ( IEDfLAG, EQ, 1 )THEN 
SUM=SUH t 2  .I" JC KX r KZ 1 
ELSE 
END IF 
SUfiSUnt4 *S'JNJ(UX,KZ) 
ELSE 
IF( IEOF LAG. EP 1 )THEN 
SUM=SUfl+4.lVNJ(KXtKZ) 
ELSE 
END Ik 
'3JH=L'URt,'. &'NJ't(%*KZ) 
END IF 
END DO 
-69- 
C START SIHPSON'S ROUTINE FOK THE #FER H N F  '3F TWWYEL 
START=IZ-:i! 
GOT0 1000 ' CALCULATIONS ARE C?:RfLETE! IJR[TE '0 F I L E  
-70- 
100 IF (MD(NY ~ 2 )  ,EO,O)THEN 
NYFLAG=O 
NY,2=NY/2 
NYFLAG=l 
NY,2=r(Y l?tl 
E L E  
END IF  
NZ,2=N2/2 
C SIHPSON'S ROUTINE Fun" DELTA-Z ,NE, DELTA-Y 
IEOFLAG=O 
DO KX4,NXSI 
START=? 
IF (nOD(NY -?r?i. EO . O )  THEW 
S IHS,LY=3+ SDfLTA-Y,'B L $( UN JtKXp 1 It 3 WNJ( KXr 2) t 3 $ 
UNJ(KX r 3)  +UIJ(K% r4 1 ! 
START=S 
1 
END IF 
-71- 
-72- 
IF(HOD(START? 2)  ,NE .GI THEN 
ELSE 
EM@ I F  
PO KZ=STAPT~IZ - t  
IEOFLAG= 1 
[EOFLAG=O 
IF (  IfOD (K212 ,E ir eG)THEN 
I F (  IEDFLAGeER+l)THEN 
SUh=SUht?e WNJ(KXrKZ) 
ELSt 
EHD IF 
SUfi=SUritJ SUNJ( kX 1k2 i
ELSE 
I F (  IEOFLAGt EO. 1) THEN 
SUH=SUk t 4 8 tUr( J ! kX P Ki i 
ELSE 
END I F  
sun=suntz, ZVNA KY. kz ; 
END I F  
END DO 
-73- 
END I F  
SIHS-UiKX)=-? , t is1 hS-L1!tSIHS-Ul tEnUCORR, 
SIHS-UZ=O+ 
SIHS-UY=O * 
END DO 
io00 OPEN( 3r NAflE= 'SI flSINTEG ' I STATUS= 'NEY' 
WRITE ( 3 I $)  NXSI 
WRITE( : 7 r  f)YSI-LOCt 1) I ?Ir(S-L(I) rSIHS-U( I 3 
END P@ 
Do I=.NXSI 
C COHPUTE THE STREAHWISE INTEGRAL OF THESE SPAN INTEGRnTE3 VEL0C:TIES 
i AS A FUNCTION JF < 
C 
C (SPAN INTEGRATED DISPLACEIIENT) hATRIX 
THIS IS USED SOLtiTION FOR THE JACH l.OkDS EY r!SE DF THE WSlAR 
DO I=19HXSI 
SI flS-U ( I 1 =UINTXU ( I 1 
S IHS-L ( I 1 =VINTXL ( I 1 
END DO 
URITE( 3,3000) 
FORHELT(Xr 'FOLLOUING ARE THE STREAHWISE INTEGRATED VELOCITIES' ) 3000 
WRITE ( 3t11 INXSI 
DO I=l ,NXSI 
WRITE( 3 Y 1 )XSI-LOC( I 1 rXS,LOC( I 1 I S I  HS-L ( I 19 SI NS-U ( I 1 
END DO 
CLOSE 3 ) 
PRINTSr 'SIHPSON' 'S INTEGRATION COflPLETE' 
RETURN 
END 
-74- 
PROGRAH AFHODLJ 
c 
1- 
c 
r 
C 
r 
r. 
C 
c 
i: 
r 
10 
c 
C 
COHPUTES THE UALL- FREE UELOCITIES(UN) NORHAL TO THC: 
UALLS OF A SQUARE WIND TUNNEL ff AN #DC HOML 
10 BE USED I N  A LANGLEY EYPERIHENTAL TEST, 
IT aLso COHPUTES DATA A T  THE O J  HETER TUNNEL JACKS AND 
urns rw FILES ' v m ) , w  Mrl ~WJJW FOR Jacli-DrSPt, 
THIS PROGRAH US€S 2 t N X t 1  PLUS OX PMELS OVER T H E  LENGTH OF 
TYE YIND TUNNEL flND NVtNZ PANELS MIROUND THE HALF 
NEW Ufil.UES HAY RE NEEDED I N  THE BIWkNSIbN STAIEHENT 
"EHIHEfER* 70 INCREASE THE HUREEH OF PAWtLS 
AM rHE LI~ITS NX, ax a m  NZ . 
'HIS PkOGh'AM REWESENTS THE MDEL BY TU0 SWRCES(B0DY) 
VEE i INE-UORTICES(WI~GtTAIL L I F T )  AND t$- LINE SOURCES 
~ U I N l i 2 1 ~ 1 L  THICFMESSI *BODY L I F T  BY LINE IWBLETS 
i T  c\$SUnES THE CP IS LOCATED AT THE ZERO POSITION OF THE 
r i'00kDINflTES 
THE YING I3 ASSUkED TO CARRY 8o'x OF THE TOTAL L I F T  
D IHENSI ON X ( -80: 120 * X J ( -2O:O 1 I Y ( 80) I 2 ( 80) IWS( 801 -80: 120) 9 
I 'INII ( 801 -80: 120) 9 UN 80 I -80; 120) I DZXL (-80: 120) I DZXU(-80: 120) I 
IL ( -SO : 120 1 I ZU ( -60 : 120 1 I VNN( 801 -80: 120 1 I UNJ( 801-80: 120) I 1 
! -LOC ( -eo : 1 20 
XJ(IX1 ARE THE 1/3 HETER TUNNEL JACK LOCATIONS 
X ( I t ) g I ( I Z )  MD ZCIZ)  ARE THE CEMTERS of THE PANELS 
THE TRACOR A L m I T H n  IS APPLIEB IN THIS PROGRAM 
a m  HODEL 
THE NUIIERS BELW ARE FIXED BY THE DIEWSIONS OF THE 
fiEAD(51t) CLI NACHI NXI NZ 
BETA=SQRT ( 1-HACNtWH 1 
THE FOLLOYING RESULT FROM THE M#L DINENSIONS 
XRW=-*03759 !LOCATION OF VORTEX tC/L IW'CERSECTION(Ht1ERS) 
XKV=XRVC/EETI) 
XRVT=IRUTC/BETII 
tSL=-t 107% 
xsr=~524 I WETERSr S M E  FOR THE REAR SWRCE 
XRVTC=OIOI~P ISAM FDR THE TAIL 
!LOCATION OF FOREYARD SWRCE 
T G = , S ~ ~ ~ S / E E T A  ! TAWGENT OF THE STRETCHED SYEEPAIIGLE 
REAL SUEEP IS 30 EWES! 
TS= 1 t TGtTG 
DX=O 
N Z2=NZ/ 2 
NY-N2 
NY 2=NY / 2 
c 
i 
r, 
-75- ORIGINAL p&E 1s 
O E m R  QUALITY 
r(oU SET UP THE CUORnINATES OF THE POINTS AT UHICH 
VELOCITIES M E  TO BE CALCULATED, 
r IRC=O e a t c L t s w  ( SWR 
FILFHA=O~8SCL/(3~2tl~755SWACHt86) ! I N  RADIANS 
THIS ASSUnES AN APPROXIHATE HACH DEPENCENCE FUR CLALPHA 
Q=YT 
QT=YTT 
DDk1 t ,5SDtDSBETAtEETA/( (XST-XSL)S(XST-XSL) 
CIRCT=~2SCLtSTtST / (SVT?~Rl )  !TAIL CIRCULATIOU 
!APPROX STREMGTH CORRECTOR 
DO IX=-NXrNX+DX 
STRETCHED DISTANCES FROH FIELD POINT TO INTERSECTION OF C/L AND: 
XV=( XRVC-X ( I X )  )/BETA I YING VORTEX 
YL=(YKUC-C/+X( 1x1 )/EETA 1 y1n6 LEADING EDGE 
XT=( YRVCt3SC/4-X( 1 x 1 1  )/BETA WING TRhILING EDGE 
YLS=(YSL-4(IX)1/EETA ! BODY SOURCE 
XTS=(YST-X(IX) )/BETA1 I BODY SINK(AFT1 
YUT=( MJTC-X(IX)) /EETA ! TAIL  VORTEX 
XL T=XUT-CTi4 1 BETA ! TAIL  LEADING EDGE 
-76- 
rT'=XUTt3SCT/4/BETA 1 TAIL TRAILIMG EDGE 
C 
c 
C 
FH IS THE ARH LENGTH FROn THE POINT OF ROTATION OF 
THE H O K L  IS DISPLACED UPYARDS BY A DISTANCE KPHASRII 
THE BALANCE/STING SYSTEH TO THE CP ORIGIN OF COORDS, 
filT=SQRT(XUTSt2tZZtYY 1 
R2T=SORT( ( XUTt TGSSVT 1 S t 2 t  Z Z t  ( Y ( IZ)-SUT It821 
RZll=SORT( ( XUTtTGtSUT) t t 2 t Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z )  tSUT)#2) 
R3T=SPRT ( (XLTtTGtD/Z) SSZtZZt  ( Y  (12  1 -D/2 ) S t 2  1 
R31T=SQRT( (XLTtTGSD/2 1 S t 2 t Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z )  tD/2 IS82)  
R4 I=SORT ( ( XLTtTGSST 1 L 5 2 t Z Z t  ( Y ( I Z  1 -ST 1882) 
R41T=SQRT( ( XLTtTGtST) t S 2 t Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z )  t S T ) S t 2 )  
RST=SQRT( ( X T T t T G W 2 )  t t 2 t Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z ) - D / 2 ) t t 2 )  
RSlT=SQRT ( ( XTT tTGSD/2 1 S t Z t Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z  1 tD/2) t t 2  1 
R6T=SQRT( iXTT tTGIST) tSZ tZZ t (  Y (  IZ) -ST)St2)  
R b l  T=SORT ( ( XTT tTGtST ) t S 2 t Z Z  t ( Y ( I Z  1 tST)S#) 
ORIGINAL P X X  IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
C 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
I 
THESE kEkE THE WING L I N E  SOURCE TERMS 
TT=4: 7 1 S i  ( W S V t x U t T G - Y  ( I Z )  )/R2-(XULTG-Y ( I Z ) ) / R l )  
T C = 4 / @ X (  i TSXSVtXVSTGtY ( I Z )  )/RZl-(XVSTGtY ( I Z )  )/R1) 
VNd ( IZ 1 I X  )=UNA( IZ I  I X  ~+CIRC/4/PIS(FSTTtFlSTOt(Y( IZ)-SV)/  
i ZZt 1 Y 12)  -SU ) t S 2 ) X (  1 -(XVtSUSTG)/RZ)-(Y ( I Z )  t S U ) / ( Z Z t  
( Y(IZ 'tSV)XL?IX( 1- \XUtSUtTGI/R21) 1 
THE M O V E  APE THE WING LINE VORTEX TERHS 
-78- 
i 
1 
I 
1 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
C 
1 
1 
c 
1 
1 
I: 
UNS( I Z I  IX)=OTS(Z( I Z )  tALPHASRfl)/PI/BETAt( (TSSSTtXLTLTG-Y(IZ) I /  
(03TtR4T 1 -( TSSD/?tXLTSTG-Y ( I Z )  )/(Q3TtR3T) t ( TSSSTtXLTtTGtY (12) I /  
(04TSR41 T 1 - ( TS?D/2tXLTSTGtY ( I Z )  1 /( Q 4 T t R 3 l T ~ - ~ T S ~ S T t X T T 8 T ~  
Y ( 12) )/((15TSR6T) t(TSSD/2tXTTSTG-Y (It) )/(05TtR5T)- 
i TSSSTtXTTSTGtY ( 12) )/(06TSRblT) t( TSSD/2tXTTtTGtY (It) I /  
(Q6TSR51T) ) t U N S ( I Z t I X )  
rHESE WERE THE TAIL LINE SOURCE TERMS 
UNA ( I Z t I X  )=UNA ( I Z  I X  1 -C I R C / V Y I S  ( FSTTtFlSTOt (Y ( IZ)-SV)/ 
( ZZ t I ( IZ 1 -SV)tS2 1 t ( 1 - ( XVtSVSTG) /R2)-( Y ( I Z )  tSU)/ (ZZt  
(Y ( I 2  1 t S V I  t S 2 ) S (  1- (XUtSVtTG)/R21) 1 
THE ABOVE ARE THE YING LINE VORTEX TERMS 
Fi(A ( I 2  I X !=UNA ( I Z I I X 1 -C IRCT/4/PI t  (FTSTTT t F  1T tTOTt  (Y ( I Z  )-WT 1 / 
-79- 
-80- 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 1 
1: 
1 
1 
C 
1 
, 
i 
c 
A 
1 
c 
C 
I C 
C 
C 
( X L t S t T G )  tZZ) /04/R41t(  (XL-Y(IZMTG)S(XLtD/2STG)tZZ)/ 
O4,'k31-( (X? t Y  ( I Z  1 STG)t(XTtStTG) tZZ) lQS/Rbt  ( ( XTtY ( I Z )  t T G ) t  
i I T t  W 2 l T G  1 t Z Z  1 /05/R5t( (XT-Y 1Z)tTG) t(XTtSSTG1 tZZ)/Q6/R61 
- ( (XT-Y( IZ)tTG)S(XTtD/2STG)tZZ) /Q6/RSl)  
THE ABOVE ARE THE YING THICKNESS !LINE SOURCE) TERHS 
UNSC IZ I I X  =UNS ( I 2  I I X  1 -0T 1 F'I/BETAS( ( ( XLTtY ( I2 I t T G )  &( XLTtSTSTG 1 
t Z Z  )/03T/R4T- ( ( XLTt  Y ( IZ i ITG IS XLTtD/2ST6) tZZ)/03T/R3T- 
( (XLT-t ( I Z  )XTG ) t  (JLTtSTSTG 1 t Z Z  )/Q4T/R41Tt( (XLT-Y ( 1 Z ) t T G ) t  
( X L T W 2 t T G )  t i Z )  /Q4T/R31T-( ( XTTtY ( IZ)STG)t(XITtSTtTG)tZZ) /  
Q5Ti Pb? t ( XTTtY ( IZ) tTG It ( XTTt 0/2tTG) t Z Z )  /QST/RSTt ( (XTT- 
r (  IZ)rTB)tcXTTtSTtTG)tZ;)/Q6T/R61T-( (XTT-Y( IZ) tTG)t (XTTt  
DI2tTG) tZZ)/ObT/R511) 
THESE ARE TUE ThIL IHICkNESS TERMS 
VN9 ( 12 I I X )=-I~SDtALPHA/8tY ( I Z  1 t ( Z( I Z )  tALPM8RM I /  ( YY t Z Z )  t ( ( l-XLS/ 
SORT ( R7 ) ) S2/ I Y YtZZ -YLS/R7/SQRT( R7 1-01 61 t( ( l-XTS/SQRT(RI) )t2/ 
rYYtZZ)-XTS/R8/SIKtT(R8) 1 )  
THE ABOVE ARE THE DOUBLET TERMS(B0DY L I F T )  
TTT=4/01TS( (TStSUTtXUTtTG-Y ( I Z )  )/RZT-(XUTtTG-Y ( I Z )  ) /RlT)  
I O T = 4 / W t (  (TStSUTt.XUTSTGtY( IZ) ~/RZlT-(XVTlTGtY( IZ)  ) / R l T )  
UNA ( I Z  I I X )=UNA ( I Z  I IX 1 t C I  R C / W  I 8  ( Z ( I Z  1 t IKPM8RH)  t ( TGt  (TT-TO 1 
- l i (  Z Z t  ( Y I Z  1 -SU 1 lt2 1 t ( 1 -( XUt SUtT6 )/R2) tl/ ( Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z )  +SU Mt2)  
t ( !.-(XUtSUSTG)/R21) 
THESE ARE THE TERMS FROM THE SUEPT LINE VORTEX 
UNA( 12 9 I X  )=tCIRCT/4/PIS ( Z ( I Z )  tKPHASRt!)t(TGt (TTT-TOT 1 -1/ 
{ Z Z t ( Y ( I Z  1 -SUT Mt2 1 X (  1 - (XVTtSUTSTG)/RZT) t l/( Z Z t  (Y ( 12) tSUT) 
tt?)S( l-(XUTtSUTSTG)/R21T) 1 tW( 121 I X )  
THESE ARE FOR THE TAIL VORTEX SYSTEn 
VN( I2 t I X  )=UNA( I Z  I I X  1 tUNS( I Z  I I X  1 
END DO 
ElYD DO 
ICOWLETE T W L  I S  NOU DONE 
DO IX=-20,0 
STRETCHED DISTANCES FROM MK POINf  TO INTERSECTION 
XU=( XRUC-X J( 1x1 1 /BETA 
XL=(XRUC-C/4-XJ(IX) )/BETA ! YING LEADIN6 EDGE 
XT=(XRUCt38C/S-XJ( 1x1 )/BETA I UING TRllILING EDGE 
XLS=I XSL-XJ(IX 1 )/RETI I BODY SOURCE 
XTS=( XST-)I J( I X  1 )/BETA I BODY SINK(AFT1 
XUT=(XRUTC-XJ(IX 1 )/BETA I TAIL  VORTEX 
XLT=XVT-CT/4/BETA I TAIL LEADING EDGE 
XTT=XVTt3tCT/4/BETA I TAIL TRAILING EDGE 
! UING VORTEX 
RII IS THE ARN LENGTH FROH THE POINT OF ROTATION OF 
THE BKANCE/STING SYSTEH TO THE CP ORIGIN OF CooRDS* 
THE n o m  IS DISPLACED UPYARDS BY A DISTMCE ALP" 
OF C/L Am: 
-81- 
XI T=SORT(%UTWtZZt' IY) 
R2T=WRT ( ( XUT tTGtSW1') f S 2 t Z Z t  (Y ( I Z  )-SUT ) S t 2 1  
Z 1 T=SliET ( ( XVT t TGSSIIT) SS2 tZZ t  (Y ( I Z )  tSUT)S#) 
F.3T=SI)F'I ( XLT tTGtD/2) S t 2 t Z Z  t ( Y (IZ)-W2) $82) 
R31 T=SRRT ( (XLTtTGSW2) t S 2 t Z Z t  (Y ( I Z )  tD/2)SS2) 
K~T=Si lRT i( YLT t TGSST 1 SS2tZZ t ( Y  ( IZ)-ST )S t2 )  
R41T=SRRT( ( XLT tTGtS l )  t S 2 t Z Z t  (Y ( 12) t S T )  t S 2 )  
fi'5T=SilRT( ( YTTtTGSD/Z) t t 2 t Z Z t  (Y ( IZ) -D/2) tS2)  
R!ilT=SQRT( (XTTtTGSD/?) t S 2 t Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z )  tD/2)182)  
R6TzSORT ( ( XTTtTGSST 1 t S 2 t Z Z t  ( Y (  IZ) -ST)SS2) 
R61T=SQRT ( ( XTTtTGSS1 1 SS2tZZt  ( Y ( I Z )  t S T  1 t t 2 )  
UNS( I Z  8 IY )=-DSDSDBDS( Z ( I Z  1 tALPHASRH)/l6/BETAS( l/(R7tSQRT(R7) 1 
THESE ABOVE ARE THE BODY SOURCE TERHS 
'INS( i! 1 I X  r=-!?f( Z IZ) tALPHASRII)/PI/BETAS( (TSSStXLtTG-Y ( I Z )  )/(Q31R4) - 
1 -0*61/(R8tSQRT(RB)) 1 
c 
1 1% T S t D I 2 t  XLSTG-Y ( I Z  ) 1 / ( Q3tR3) t ( TStStXLSTGtY ( I Z  ) ) / ( BUR41 1- 
1 ( TStD/2tXLfTGtY ( I Z )  )/(Q4SR31) - (  TStStXTSTG-Y ( I Z )  ) / ( Q S t R b )  t 
L (TSSD/'tXTSTG-Y( IZ)) /(05tRS)-(TStStXTSTGtY(IZ) )/(Q6LR61)t 
1 ( T S t W 2 t X T t T G t Y  ( IZ) ) / 1 U t 6 1  ) ) tVNS( IZI IX)  
C I'HESE WERE THE UING L INE SOURCE TERMS 
UNS ( 1Z I I X  )=-(IT$( Z ( I Z  ) t AiFHASRH) /PI/BETAS( (TSSST tXLTSTG-Y (12) I /  
(04T tR41T i  - 1  TSSD/?tXLTSTGtY ( I Z )  )/(Q4TtR31T)-(TStSTSXTT~TG- 
1 ( 03TJR4T ) - ( TStD/?tKL T S  TG-Y ( I Z  1 i /( Q3TSR3T 1t(  TSSSTtXLTSTGtY (If) I /  
1 
-82- 
1 
1 
1 
C 
1 
I 
, 
1 
1 
1. 
: 
1 
!: 
-83- 
i 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
c 
I.: 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Pal=SORT ( (.XT+TGSS)SX2tZZt(Y (12) t S ) t S 2 )  
V = Z Z t  IY tY iS*XLS 
RB=Z?tYYtXXtXTS 
VNS ( I Z I I X 1 =QT t ( Z ( I Z  1 tfiLPHASRt4 1 / P I  /BETAS ( ( TSSST t XL Tt TG-Y ( I 2  1 1 / 
(83TSR4T) - 1 TSSDl2tXLTtTG-Y ( I Z )  )/(03TSR3T) t( TSSSTtXLTSTGtI( I Z )  I /  
(04TXR41T) - ( T S t I V 2 t X L T t T G t Y  ( I Z )  )/(Q4TtR31T)-(TSSSTSXTTtTG- 
Y I I Z  I /  (05TtRbT)  t (TSSP/?tXTTtTG-Y ( I Z )  ) / (QSlSRST)- 
( MTtR51T)  ) tUNS ( I Z  F I X )  
t TSISTtXTTSTGtY ( I Z )  ! / ( Q C T t R b l T )  t (TSSD/2tXTTtTGtY(IZ) I /  
WESE WERE THE TAIL  LIlNE SOURCE TERMS 
VNM IZ I X  )=-DtDtALPHA/8$ ( ( Y Y -ZZ 1 / ( Y Y t Z Z  )$$2$( l-XLS/SORT (R7) 1 
.t ZZfXLS/( Y Y t Z i  I / (  R7SS(DRT(H7) 1-0 n61t ( (YY-ZZ)/(YY t Z Z ) t S P t  
! 1-XTSISQRT (R8) ) tZZtXTS/  ( YYtZZ) /(R8tSORT(R8) ) ) ) 
THESE ARE THE DOUBLET(80DY L I F T )  TERHS 
UNA( I Z  I I X  )=UNA ( I Z  I I X  1 - C I R C / 4 / P I t ( F S T T t F l t T O t  ( Y  ( IZ)-SV)/  
( Z Z t  ( Y I IZ)-SU) tt2) t ( :I - ( XUtSUSTG)/R2) -(Y ( I Z )  t S U ) / (  Z Z t  
( Y  I 2  1 +SUI $82) $( 1- ( XUtSUtTG) /R21))  
THE ABOVE ARE THE WING L I N E  VORTEX TERHS 
UNA( I Z I  IX)=UNA( I Z I I X ~ - C I R C T / ~ / P I S ( F T S T T T ~ F ~ T ~ T O T ~ ~ Y  ( I Z ) - W T ) /  
( Z Z t  ( Y ( IZ ! -SUT)SS2) t (  1- (XUTtSUTSTG)/R2T)-(Y ( I Z )  tSVT) /  
(ZZ t ( Y  ( I Z )  t S U T ) t S 2 ) S I  I-( XVTtSUTSTG)/R21T) 1 
THE ABOVE ARE THE TAIL V?RTEX TERHS 
SND PO 
-84- 
i 
C 
UNS( IZ I I X  1 =-DSDSDDD/16/EETASY ( IZ )S(  1/ (R7SSQRT(R7) 1- 
1 !)e 41 / RBISORT (Re) 1 1 
THESE ARE THE BODY SOURCE TERHS ON THE WALL, 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITX 
VNS ( I Z t I X  )=UNS( IZ I I X  ) -Q/PI/EETAS( ( (XLtY ( 12) 816) S( XL t55t6 1 t Z Z  I /  
1 Q3/fi4-( (XLtY (IZ)tTG)S(XLtD/?STG)tZZ)/Q3/R3-((XL-Y (1Z ) tTG) t  
1 
1 
1 
1 
t XLtStTG 1 tZZ)/Q4/R41 t ( (XL-Y ( 12) tTG)t(XLtD/2STG) tZZ) /  
04/k31-( ( XTtY ( I Z  )STG) S( XTtSSTG) t Z Z  )/QS/R6t ( ( XTtY ( 1Z) t fG)S  
( YT t I V 2 t T G  t Z Z  )/QS/RSt ( (XT-Y (17) STG) t (  XTtSSTG) tZZ)/Q6/R61 
-( (XT-Y ( I Z  1 STG IS( XTtD/2STG 1 t ZZ) M R 5 1  1
THE ABOVE ARE THE UING THICKNESS (LINE SOURCE) TERHS 
. 
c 
!; 
I 
1 
C 
I 
1 
1: 
!; 
C 
r. 
40 
12 
43 
44 
4 5 
46 
47 
{NA( I2 I I t  ) =UNA( I Z  I I X  1 tCIRC/4/P I S (  Z( IZ) tALPHA$RH)l( TGS( 11-10) 
- 1 1 ( Z Z t  ( Y  ( Ii 1 -SV ) St21 I ( 1 - ( XVtSVSTG)/R2 1 t l /( Z Z t (  Y ( I Z )  tSU)8$2) 
t ( l - ( X V t S U t T G ) / R ? l ) )  
THESE ARE THE T E R M  FEOH THE SUEPT LINE VORTEX 
VNA( 121 I X  )=tCIRCT/4/Pl:t(  Z( I Z  j tALPHAtR l l ) t l  T G t (  TTT-TOT)-l/ 
( ;Zt I Y ( IZ )-SUT) tt2) $( 1- (XUTtSUTSTG)/R2T) t l / ( Z Z t  ( Y  ( I Z )  tSUT) 
t t2 )  IC( 1-(XUTtSVTSTGl /R21T) 1 t U N M  IZ ,  1x1 
lHESE ARE FOR THE T A I L  VORTEX SYSTEH 
END [IO 
tND 00 
!CORPLETE TUNNEL I S  NOU DUNE 
UE NUU WRITE A F I L E  FOR UNO TO FEED JACK-DISPL! 
FIRST WE RUST DEFINE Ai NEU X-UISE COORDINATE HEASURED 
fROH THE HALF INCH POINT ON THE YALL PLATES, 
ao IX=-r(X,NX 
END DO 
K ~ L U C ~ I X ~ = X ~ I X ~ t ~ 2 7 . 5 $ 0 . 0 2 5 4 ~  !CP IS LOCATED AT 28 INCH POINT 
OPEN( UNIT=8,NAME='UNO 9 DAT' v STATUS='NEY' 1 
vRlTE(8140)  CLI H K H  
FORHAT( 'THIS DATA IS FOR C L = ' F ~ . ~ , ~ X I ' H A C H = ' ~ F ~ , ~ )  
YRITE(8r42)  1.0 
WRITE( 89 4 3 )  
FORMAT( 'UNIT OF NEASURERENT IS NETERS') 
ldRITE(8~44) I 2 t N X t 1 )  
FOHHhT( ' NUMEH OF X LOCATIONS = ' 115) 
WRITE ( 81 45 ) 
URI TE (91 t ) 
WkITE(8146) NY 
FORHAT( AUflBER OF PANELS I N  Y DIRECTION = '113)  
WfiITE(8147) (A/NY) 
WRITE (8 9 48) 
WRITE ( 8  I t )  1 + 799599 0 e 3302 
FORHAT' 'FREESTREAH VELOCITY = ' 1F6e  1) 
FORBAT( 'LOCATIONS' 
X-LOC ( I X  1 9 IX=-NXp NX 1 
FORHAT('W1DTH OF PANELS 'fF6.5) 
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49 
49 
so 
51 
c 
63 
64 
FORHAT( 'LOCATIONS:') 
WRITE(8rS) (Y(IZ1 rIZ=lrNY2) 
URITE(8r49) NZ 
FORtMT('NUtlBER OF PANELS IN Z DIRECTION = ' ~ 1 3 )  
WRITE ( 89 50 ( W N Z  1 
FORHhT('U1DTH OF PANELS = 'rF6t5) 
WR1lE(8151) 
FORHAT ( 2X r ////// 1 
DO I Y=-NX I NX 
UkITE \ 31 $ 1  
END DO 
CLOSE (8) 
(UN( IZr 1x1 r I Z 4  r NY tNZ) 
UE NOU WRITE A FILE FOR UNJ TO FEED JACK-DISPL! 
REDEFINE THE JACK LOCATIONS NOY F R M  THE 1/2 INCH STATION 
OPEN( UNITx7, NAHE="JNJ,MT' I STATUSt 'NEY ' 1 
URITE(7161) 17 
FORnAT('NUHBER OF JACKS ='rI3) 
YRI TE (7 r 62 1 
FORMAT( 'DISTANCES IN HETERS') 
URI TE (7 r t 1 ( X J ( IX 1 r IX=-20 9-4 1 
WRITE ( 7r 63) 
FORHAT('NUnBER OF Y PANELS'5Xr'"BER OF Z P M L S ' )  
URITE(7,S) N Y r  NZ 
URITE( 7964) 
FORRAT(2Xi/////) 
c 
DO IX=-20r-4 
URITE(7rS) (VNJ(IZIIX)rIZ=lrNYtNZ) 
END DO 
CLOSE ( 7 
END 
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APPENDIX E - VEEXPHINO FORTRAN LISTING 
Primary symbols 
A 
AO, AX 
D 
DYDZ 
GO 
MACH 
MEASVN MEASVX 
PHINO 
vx 
VN 
Tunne 1 height 
Normal velocities at panel centers due 
to horseshoe vortices on a panel in a 
ring at IX = -NX, fore and aft symmetric 
and unsymmetric contributions 
Tunnel breadth 
Ratio of floor panel width to wall panel 
height 
Axial disturbance velocities at panel 
center due to a Green's source panel in 
a ring at IX = -NX 
Mach number 
Measured wall values of normal and axial 
disturbance velocities 
Computed wall-free normal velocities at 
panel centers 
Calculated axial velocity increment due 
to measured normal velocities (see 
report 1 
Residual normal velocity field to be 
nulled by the walls. Input into 
PHIXZM provides flow distortion field at 
mode 1 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
10 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
PROGMH UEEX-PHINO 
THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES A FIRST GRKR APPROXii?AliGi? TO 
WALL-FREE NORnrlL VELOCITIES AT RECTANGULAR TJNiiEL YALLS 
NORMAL AND A X I K  DISTUR3ANCi VELOCITIES $1 THF U L L S  OR 
RECTANGULAR CONTROL SURFdCES I lURiMi  A T E S T .  
THE FIRST PART OF THE COtlPUTkTI3rl G E T :  THE A X I X  DiST!$BfiNC!. 
VELOCITY FIELD 41 THE UALLS CAUSED fir THE I IEAS~REF 1 E j l  
PRODUCED BY A TEST EICDEL, INPUTS REQUIRED 4RE E(EASC;RED 
NORNAL VELOCITIES AT THE U4LLSe 
A RECTANGULIIR TllNNEL IS A S S M E P  OF HEIGHT=A AN11 
UIDTH=D 
SELECT AN EVEN1 I NUHBER OF PANELS 3N WE VERTICAL 
UALL(NZ)+ THIS FIXES THE HElOHT OF 'HE PWELS YHICH IS 
TUNNEL CONSIDEFED CAN BF SET BY SELECTING WE rJUr(EER OF 
ALSO TCIkEN AS-THE LENGTH OF THE PANELS, ThE LEWGTH OF 
PANELS FOREUARD AND aFT OF ra ORIGIH~NY, 
YRANDTL-GLMERT COtWESSIbILTr  CORRECTIOHS aRE ;[SED 
A PARAHETER 'fl' IS USED TO Fir THE W B E R  OF SOURCE 
IMAGES USED BEFORE SflEARING T O  OBTAIN A CLOSEU FORMJLA 
FOR THE REMINING SOURCES OUT rd iNF1NIrY, 
PARMETER (PI=3,14159) 
REAL M C H  
TYPE 10 
FORHAT(I0Xr'ENTER MX NZ M C H  A D AND H'  1 
READ(5it) NXr NZr RACHi A! Din 
BETA=SORT( 1-HACHttlMH 1 
NZ2=NZ;2 
NY =NY 212 
NY M I N T  ( DXNZ2/AtO * 1 1 
NOU SET UP ?HE :I'i~!RDINATES OF ;HE F'ANELS. 
. 
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c 
C 
c 
C 
1: 
C 
C 
DO KX=-NXt l  r NX 
XX=X -NX) -%( k X 
xs=xxxs2 
DO I Z = l r N Y t N Z  
DO I=-MrM 
P l = P T ( I r J Z ~ I Z ) t X S  
DO JZ=l1NY2 ! JUST THE FLOGR SGL;RCES 
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c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
. 
END DO 
END DO 
THE TERH DYDZ APPEARS EELCY Tf ACC?UNT FOR THE DIFFEA- 
ENCE IN PANEL UIDTHS OF 9 ! N R  4 3  'IALL*IF ANY 
DO I=-HrN 
Pl=PT ( I I J Z  I I Z  1 t X S  
P ~ = P J ( I I  JZI I Z )  t X S  
DO L=O,H 
T T l = P l t Q ( L v J Z I  I Z )  
TTl=TTlSSQRT(TT1) 
T T ~ = P Z ~ R ! L I J Z Q I Z )  
TT2=TT2SSORTC TT?) 
TTPF1 t S  ( L Q JZ * I 2 
T T W  2 t T i L  * JZ * I i t 
TT~=TT;SSM~'T( r i 3 )  
TT4= IT4SSQRT( TTJ) 
GO( JZI IZIKX)=-XXSTTT/BETG+C~O~ .JZI I Z t K X )  
END W 
END DO 
GO(JZIIZIKX)=GO( J Z ~ I 2 ~ K X ) ' C S  
END DO 
END DO 
END DO 
NOTE THAT THE FUNCiIl lN *il :: I:Li[l HElOU TO CREATE 
Gi DERIVED If4 THE REPORT, LSt 3 T?cE F'tPEATING GO SAVES TINE 
AND HEHORY SPACE M E N  A LARGE NuflPEh' OF PWELS ARE USED. 
THIS COHPLETES THF r3Pf FOR ALL THL d i U K l l S  I '1l;AfED AT JX 
EQUAL TO -NX ?N THE L O W  EALF 1UWNEL 
-91- 
C 
C 
C 
DO IX=-NX!NX 
DO I Z z l r N Y t N Z  
MI JX=-NXIIX-~ 
DO .?=I *HY2+NZ2 
LZ=NYtNZ+l-IZ 
EY=-NX- JX-IX 1 
DO J X = ( I X t l ) * N X  
LX=-NXt JX- I X  
DO J Z = l  rNY2tNZ2 
UX( IZ I  IX)=UX IZI 1x1 -MEASUN( J I  9 3 )*GO( JZ! !X,LX) 
END DC 
DO JZ=NZ2tNY2t1 NZtNY 
UX( I Z F  I X r=VX ( IZP I Y 1 tMEASUN( JZI JX IXG@(KZF LZ I A X  
END DO 
END DO 
KZ=NYtNZtl-JZ 
DO J X = ( I X t l ) r N X  
LX=-NXt JX-I K 
DO J Z = l  yNY2tN72 
UX( I Z  t I X  )=UN( I2 * I X )  -NE 
END DO 
DO JZ=NY2tNZ2t1 I NYtNZ 
KZ=NYtNZtl-JZ 
THIS IS THE PHI-X OF THE MEASURED NORMAL UELOCITiES 
DISTRIBUTION, 
FOR INPUT INTO THE FOLLOWING PHINO COMPUTATIOi4, 
NOU SUBTRACT THIS FROh THE HEASW VALUES 
VX( 12 I I X  )=HEASUX( I Z  I I X  1-UX ( 1.2 F I t )  
END DO 
END DO 
NOW USING THE CORPUTED VX GET WALL-FREE N U R M  UELOCITIES 
THIS PROGRAil COiIPUTES THE RES1 DUAL NORRAL VELOCITIES 
AT THE TUNNEL WALLS GIVEN THE INPUT FUNCTION UY FROii THE 
THEN USED TO COdPUTE THE !NTERFERENCE VELOCITIES 
A T  THE POSITION OF THE HODEL IJSIrIG F'ROGRAH 'PH lX i r i ' ,  
I T  ALSO USES THE INPUT F I L E  CALLED HEASUN Thkl 
I T  DEVELOPS THE PANEL EQUATIONS FOR THE NORHkL VELOCITIES 
PRECEDING WORK, THE Ol~TFUT CALLED PHINYALLoDAT IS 
IS THE MEASURED UALL fLOF'E PLUS EOUNDARt LAIER SLOPE, 
-92- 
C PRODUCED BY A HORSESHOE VORTEN LYING A T  THE CENTER OF P PANEL 
EE=?tA/NZiEETA 
SA=A/?/NZ 
Sf A=A/? /NZSDYDZ 
ICIRCULATlOlr FOR PANEL :IF IJHIT L'X 
DO IZ=ltNY2 I FIELD POINT ON THE FLCUS 
DO JZ=lrNY? 1 UORTEX ALSO I:IN [HE FLOOR 
YDP ( JZ r IZ) =Y ( IZ ) - I  ( .I7 1 tSFA 
YDM JZI IZ )=Y ( IZ 1 - V  (JZ ) - S A  
YSP! JZrIZ)=Y(IZ)tY (JZltSFA 
AO( JZ r IZ 1 =Et (Y D( I2 1 IZY 1 ( JZ I IZ! -Y D( IZ 1 /ZY 2( JZ r IZ > - 
1 YP( I Z 1 /ZY 3 ( JZ 1 IZ tYP( 12 1 /ZY4 ( JZ I I2 1 'CASE 720 
END DO 
END DO 
DO IZ=NY2tlrNY2tNZ ! FIELD POINT ON THE YALL 
ZD ( IZ) =Z( IZ )-AI2 
DO JZ4rNY2 ! WRTEX ON THE FLOOR 
AO( JZr IZI=-EEtZD( IZ It( 1 /YZi ! .IZ t IZ ]-1/YZ2( JZr 12) t 
1 1/YZ3( JZc IZ 1-1 /Y !4( JZr IZ 1 ) I THREE 
END DO 
DO JZzNY2tlr NY2tNZ2 ! VORTEX A G O  ON C~IUFS HALF Of M L L  
ZDP2( JZr IZ)=Z( IZ )-Z( JZ tSA 
ZDH2 ( JZ r IZ )=Z ( I2 1 -Z( JZ 1 -SA 
ZDP3 ( JZ I IZ)=ZDPZ( JZr IZ) SZDP2( JZI 12) tDtD 
ZDH3( JZrIZ)=ZDHZ( JZ P IZ)tZDr(2( .I29 IZ It[lt[! 
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END DO 
Ei4D DO 
. 
. 
END DO 
YD6 ( I Z) SY ( IZ )-D/2 
YS6( IZ )=Y ( IZ) tD/2 
S I X '  
C 
C 
END DO 
END DO 
THIS COHPLETES FILLING AO(JZYIZ)*IIOU GO ON 10 &X(JZYIZIKX) 
DO KX=-NXtlrNX 
XX=X( KX )-X(-NX) 
xs=xxsxx 
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DO JZz11Nz2 ! YALL VORTEX 
END DO 
END W 
DO IZ=NY?tl rNY2tNZ 
DO JZ=l I H Y ~  
i: IHREE! 
END DO 
DO JZzNY2t1 pNY2tNZ2 
XDD=XS t DSD 
DO IZ=NY2tNZ t 1 I NY tNZ 
3C JZ= 1 I NY 2 
fi:l=XStYDl( JZIIZ) 
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. 
I 
c 
DO LZ=NY2tl!NY2tNZZ 
R l = X S t Y R l ( J Z j I Z )  
h'l=St?hT(Rl) 
H?=):StYR?( JZ I Z )  
R2=SORT( 172) 
R3=XStYR3( .JZ I I Z  
R3=SRRT(KI) 
R4=XStYR4( J i  I I;) 
R4=SRRT(R41 
c 
C 
c 
1 
ARRAY AX IS NOU FILLED! THE riiiiw A DISCUSSED IN THE REPORT 
IS SYNTHESIZED FROH A0 AND AX TO SAVE SFACE WHEN A LARGE 
NUhBER OF PANELS ARE USED, 
DO IX=-NXINX 
DO I Z Z l f N Y t N Z  
LZ=NY tNZ t 1 -I 2 
DO JXz-NX I I X  
#X=-dX- J X t I X  
DO J Z = l  iNY2tNZ2 
PHINO( I Z  I I X  )=PHI NO ( I i r I X tUX ( JZv JX 1 t ( AO( JZ I Si .I t 
A X ( J Z i I Z t K X 1 )  
END DO 
KZ=NYtNZ+l- I' 
PHINOl I Z  I I X  )=PHINO 1 I9 It +UX i J i  1 JX ) t  (AO(KZI L Z  1 t 
END DO 
END DO 
1 AX(KZtLZvKX1 i 
!IO JX=IX+lrNX 
LX=-#XtJX-IY 
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DO JZ=l rNY2tNZZ 
1 
C 
C 
1 
THE PHIHO ARRAY IS N?U F I C L E B ~  
HEHEHEER THAT PHINO IS ?HE U L I  -FREE IIORRAL UELOCIT:  
CALCULATED FROB THE HEASIJRED $ALL F91-f PND PHI-N 
VALUES( HEASUX ANI: KASUiJ) p 
DO IX=-NXvNX 
DO IPlrNYtNZ 
VN( IZ I IX )=PHI NO( IZ I IX) -MASUN i I i  I I X  ) 
THIS IS THE RESIDUAL EFFECl OF THE UALL FFESFNCE, IF 1HESE 
TU0 VALUES UERE EQUAL dE YWD HAUE PERFECT Y4LL AMFl!(id 
END DO 
END DO 
t 
END 
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